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Introduction
About one year ago, a determined woman walked through the doors of King Middle School with her head held high. Claudette Colvin,
a woman who refused to give up her seat to a white person when she was young, visited our school to share her memories with us and
with her biographer, Phillip Hoose. In July of 2009, Karen MacDonald and Caitlin LeClair, two teachers in our house, attended the
Civil Rights Learning Expedition for Educators, organized by Ron Berger and Gladys Graham, which was held in Little Rock,
Arkansas. Upon arriving, they went straight to Central High School and the Little Rock Central High School National Historical Site.
They spent the week learning about the Little Rock Nine and recording the civil rights experiences of local residents. In the fall of
2009, Windosr 7 witnessed together the inauguration of Barack Obama, our first African American president. All of these events came
together to inspire our spring 2010 expedition, Small Acts of Courage.
For the kickoff to our expedition, we had a civil rights conference where we focused on sit-ins, music of the time, and how it might
feel to be segregated. In social studies classes this winter, we studied six major events of the Civil Rights Movement: Brown vs. the
Board of Education, the Little Rock Nine, the Freedom Rides, the Sit-Ins, the Montgomery Bus Boycott, and the March on
Washington. In addition, we went to USM to visit the Gerald E. Talbot collection and viewed artifacts and photographs. Finally, we
interviewed local citizens who had important stories of their experiences during the Civil Rights Movement. We worked hard to tell
the stories of these interesting and amazing individuals.
As students at King Middle School, it is sometimes difficult to imagine a place in which anyone could be hostile towards another
person because of the color of his or her skin. Even as we learned about the Civil Rights Movement and what happened then, it still
seemed to be a separate world. Yet the people we interviewed reminded us that, not long ago, in a state as far from the South as one
could get, racism was a reality. It was a reality across the country. And, to a lesser degree, it is a reality today. Small changes, like the
many demonstrated by our interviewees, can be permanent ones. Their stories remind us that only by our small acts of courage can we
turn an “undercurrent” of hatred and fear into “an altogether different climate.”
By Annika, Katherine and Maddie, Windsor 7
We would like to thank the following people for helping us:
All of our wonderful interviewees
Susie Boch and the staff at the USM Special Collection Sampson Center for Diversity
Nancy Berrang
David Grant
Shoshana Hoose
Matt Reid
Bill Browder
Michael McCarthy and Kathy Bouchard
Tom O’Donnell
Kelley McDaniel

Anita Talbot
For her entire life, Anita Talbot has been associated with civil rights. It runs in her entire family, from her husband in the legislature to her
aunt owning a rooming house for African-Americans. Discrimination has been woven into everything life takes her through. Even when
there seemed like there was nothing she could do, Anita Talbot kept her head held high. She has never let go of the dream that race will
not matter when it comes to equality.

“We were radical because we wanted to make change.”

Anita Talbot has spent her whole life in Maine and has been fighting for
racial equality for as long as she can remember. She grew up on the West
End and had a loving, supportive family. Anita Talbot has always been
aware of segregation, discrimination and the movement to stop it. She
was involved even when she didn’t realize it, through her parents, her
neighbors, and even her teachers. “Civil Rights to me is like the golden
rule.”

her husband, Gerald E. Talbot, set off in search of a bigger apartment. “My
husband looks more Caucasian than I do. He looks more white than I do.”
He acquired an apartment just off St. John Street, but when he brought his
wife the landlord said that the apartment was already rented to someone
else. When talking about housing discrimination Anita Talbot reflects,
“Many people couldn’t live where they really wanted to live here in
Portland.”

Schooling was a significant part of Anita Talbot’s childhood. For K-8 she
went to West School and for 9-12 she went to Portland High School.
While talking about her schooling and teachers she mentions, “Thank
goodness for them because they just drilled so much stuff into our heads.”
Her parents also made sure she and her siblings did well, but that wasn’t a
problem because doing well was something they worked for. At Portland
High discrimination was felt though. When discussing this, Mrs. Talbot
says she “knew her place.” One of the things she really wanted to be was
a cheerleader, but it was an unspoken rule that because of her race she
couldn’t. When she graduated, Mrs. Talbot and two others were the only
African-Americans out of 188 graduates. This wasn’t a set back. On the
contrary in a sense it gave them a motive to do even better in class. It was
just an introduction to the discrimination and racism they would face.

Anita Talbot’s aunt ran a rooming house because of the discrimination.
Someone who had gotten off the train or just needed a room for the night
could come to her house. She would have a place for them to sleep and a
hot meal to eat. She would never turn anyone away, but “she had
something for you to do,” such as sweep the stairs or wash the dishes. So
you did have to earn your stay there. It was really helpful for travelers who
couldn’t stay anywhere else due to racial discrimination.
Anita Talbot was very much a part of the Portland branch of the NAACP.
(NAACP stands for National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People.) Gerald E. Talbot was the president and Anita Talbot was the vice
president. They were always non-violent and would use marches as a way
to express themselves. One of the things she remembers working hard on
was getting the Fair Housing Bill introduced and then passed. Mrs. Talbot
also recalls that the NAACP was big on politics and believed that being

Anita Talbot experienced housing discrimination right here in Portland.
Like any growing family, she found that they all needed a larger house. So
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involved with your community was important. “It connected us nationally
as well as being involved locally.”

Mrs. Talbot believes that discrimination back then still has an effect on us
today, “I still felt the little pain or the little hurt.” One day about four years
ago she went to a Portland High football game and was thrilled to see that
there was a black cheerleader because that’s what she always wanted to
be. Even though America has obviously come a long way, it doesn’t erase
the past. To Anita Talbot “it’s very important about respect and if you ever
see anyone that isn’t getting the respect they deserve stand up for them,
because that could make all the difference. I would say yes, definitely it’s
better. I would say that we still have work to do.”

One of the ways Anita Talbot exercised her rights as an American citizen,
and what helped involve her in the movement, was registering to vote. In
a world where white people did everything they could to prevent black
people from having equal rights, registering to vote was more than
difficult. With help from friends like the NAACP, Anita Talbot was able to
legally vote. She was twenty-five. After she was registered, the first
person she voted for was John F. Kennedy. Anita Talbot remembers that
“after voting I really got involved with politics.” Even though now it may
seem that registering to vote is common, back then for an AfricanAmerican it was a huge accomplishment.

-- by Darcy H.

Gerald E. Talbot was the first African-American elected to the Maine
State Legislature. It happened quite quickly and unexpectedly. One day
friends convinced him to run so he got signatures. They were approved
and suddenly he was on the ballot. He won with the help of his friends,
but Anita Talbot will never forget that one of the people helping him said.
“ ‘It’s too bad your name wasn’t O’Talbot’ ” which meant it’s too bad
you’re African-American and not Irish. The Speaker of the House was
nervous about Mr. Talbot coming up and changing the outlook of things
because “challenges are really kind of intimidating.” And that’s exactly
what they were doing. They were challenging white people saying: This is
how I see it, this is how you see it and we will support what we think is
right. One of his accomplishments in the Legislature was the bill he
introduced to ban the use of derogatory African-American names from
the Maine map, which passed.
When Anita Talbot thinks of her personal idols she thinks of “a woman
that you probably never heard of and her name was Mrs. Fannie Lou May
Hamer.” Mrs. Hamer was from Mississippi, grew up in poverty, and had
very limited schooling. Fannie Lou Hamer worked hard to fight racial
discrimination but “she’s one of those unsung heroes that you never hear
about.” Mrs. Talbot recalls that one of Fannie Lou Hamer’s favorite
songs was This Little Light of Mine. She also helped tremendously with
an organization called ‘WIC’ which stands for Women Infants and
Children and helps to ensure that poor women and their children can get
nutritious food. Mrs. Hamer has passed away but is still someone Anita
admires.
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Harold Pachios
Harold Pachios has always been on the side that wanted to end segregation. While on this side, he marched in the March On Washington
and personally witnessed Martin Luther King, Jr.’s I Have a Dream speech. His hard work in the government paid off when he saw the
Civil Rights Act being signed by President Lyndon Johnson. Harold has witnessed extraordinary change in America, and has been very
impressed with it all.

“The Civil Rights Act helped. It really did, but it didn’t end discrimination.”

Harold Pachios has witnessed important historical moments
including the March on Washington, and the signing of the Civil
Rights Act. Harold was in the Navy, and he was stationed on a
ship when JFK was elected. He remembers that he was inspired
by JFK, and he wanted to move to Washington D.C. to be a part
of what was going on there.

Another memorable moment in Harold’s life was the day that
JFK was assassinated. This was the first day Harold ever went
into the White House. He went into the White House because he
was told to bring Sergeant Shriver, JFK’s brother-in-law, a black
tie that Harold had at his house. Sergeant Shriver needed to wear
a tie to a press conference about Kennedy’s funeral. Harold was
able to listen in on the meeting while they were planning JFK’s
funeral. Later on, Harold worked in the White House as President
Johnson’s Assistant Press Secretary.

When Harold was living in Washington he heard about the March
on Washington and wanted to attend. Harold said, “What I
remember most about the Civil Rights Movement was The March
on Washington.” He marched with thousands of other people and
they linked arms and sang freedom songs. He described how
people came from everywhere to Washington D.C. to march.
This was an extremely important event in American history.
Harold said, “That day was one of the most important days in the
Civil Rights movement.”

When Johnson first came in as president, he had to find all new
staff, because the staff that was there was JFK’s staff. It was then
that Harold became the Assistant Press Secretary. When Harold
was President Johnson’s Assistant Press Secretary, he was able to
do some amazing things. For instance, one time he flew around
the world in three days with President Johnson. They flew from
Washington D.C. to Australia, Rome and Thailand. JFK’s
assassination helped Johnson get bills passed. He would just say,
“JFK wanted this and I’m going to go through with it.” One
important bill that was passed when Harold worked in the White
House was the Civil Rights Act. The Civil Rights Act ended
discrimination in public places and employment. It is a very

Harold was lucky enough to witness the I Have A Dream speech
given by Martin Luther King, Jr. That speech was an important
and famous speech. Harold said, “I didn’t know how but
somehow, during the speech, I got close to the Lincoln
Memorial.”
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important piece of legislation. “Many, not all, voted for the bill
because they thought of it as a memorial for JFK,” said Harold.
Harold believes that America has a great education system. In
America all that matters is getting a good education, and that is
very important for getting you through life. If you go to some
other countries, you’ll find that it is not the same case. In some
countries it doesn’t matter if you have any education at all. All
that matters is if you have the right connections. Harold says that
his education and the connections he made through school have
helped him to succeed in life. He believes that education has
come a long way since the days that schools were segregated.
Harold was so fascinated by the kids who integrated the white
schools, remembering what happened in Little Rock. He said,
“You would have to be so brave.”
“The Civil Rights Act helped, it really did, but it didn’t end
discrimination,” said Harold. Obama only got fourteen percent of
the white vote in Louisiana which means that eighty-six percent
didn’t vote for him. “I’m sure that some of them voted against
him because of his politics, but not all, some voted against him
because he’s black.” Harold believes that although there is still
discrimination we have also made progress. Harold even said,
“You have the whole world in this school. No school in America
would look like this school forty years ago.” Harold sees progress
and hope in the future. “We went from blacks sitting in the back
of the bus to electing a black president.” Harold Pachios was a
part of events in the Civil Rights Movement that have changed
America.

-- by Samantha C.
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John McCall
John McCall told us many stories, some serious, some silly, some sad, and some scary. John McCall is a preacher at a church in South
Portland, Maine. He grew up being exposed to segregation and discrimination, and he never believed that segregation was right. John
participated in one of the biggest events in civil rights history and shared his amazing story with us.

“I really wanted to give my life to the Civil Rights Movement.”

John McCall has never thought that segregation and discrimination
were acceptable. In his all white neighborhood, there was only one
African-American family. It was the home of Dr. Percy Julian. The
family’s house was firebombed. This event was a turning point for John.
Unlike most activists, John didn’t have an exact moment when he
decided he wanted to do something about segregation. Mr. McCall is
now a preacher and still believes now what he has always believed.

“Bloody Sunday” was attacked, so Martin Luther King called on
“people of good will from all over the country” to come and march.
Beloit University was prepared to send a few students to the march in
Selma. The students who were interested in marching “drew cigarettes”
and John picked one of the longer cigarettes and went to Selma to
march. Students who were not going to march went out and raised
money to send the others to Alabama for the second of three marches.

John McCall’s journey began when he was in college. When looking at
colleges, he seriously thought about going to some of the historically
black colleges such as Talladega, Howard, and Tougaloo. He eventually
went to Beloit University in Beloit, Wisconsin. The college was
integrated, but barely. There were a few African-American students on
the campus, but not many. While John was in college, a march was
going to happen in Alabama. The march was to gain voting rights for
blacks. Martin Luther King Jr. and other civil rights activists organized
the march from Selma to Montgomery. After they got to Montgomery,
they would register to vote. If whites let blacks vote, then they would
not re-elect the powerful white politicians. Whites made it as hard as
possible for blacks to register to vote. They would make them “read
very complicated sentences.” Many of the blacks were under-educated
and could not read the sentences. As a result, they were not allowed to
vote. There were supposed to be three marches. The first march on

Next, John had to get to Alabama. At the time, he was only 17, so he
needed to get permission from his parents to go to Selma. The first part
of the journey was in an old rusty car to O’Hare Airport in Chicago,
Illinois, where they flew to Montgomery. From there, they took a bus to
Selma where they where going to march. John remembers that on the
bus, “part of the host committee” was to hand out cigarettes. He decided
that he was old enough to smoke and took a box of cigarettes. Looking
back on it, he thinks that he started smoking because he was so scared.
“I was trying to feel safer and more grown up than I really felt inside.”
John McCall went through quite a bit to get to Selma. While there they
slept on the ground with troopers who had dogs roaming around and
keeping watch. On a happier note, John remembers that “There were
some amazing gospel concerts.” He made friends in Selma before the
march and during the march. Once the march started, there were more
5
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than 2500 people marching. Law enforcement officers would
sometimes attack the marchers. They got to the Edmond Pettus Bridge
and were turned back by officials who had a restraining order. Martin
Luther King Jr. and the other leaders of the march knew that they were
not going to be permitted to march. John remembers the murmurs
throughout the crowd and eventually finding out that it was to be a
symbolic march. The judge who ordered the restraining order was
sympathetic to their cause. They thought that if they could get the judge
on their side they could get permission to march. After they were turned
back, everyone went back and heard Dr. King preach. Then a few days
later, the judge gave the marchers a permit to march to Montgomery. It
was one of the first times “A southern court said ‘we will give you
permission to exercise your rights.’” President Johnson even sent in
National Guard troops. So the third march happened after John and the
six other students left. After the march was over and the seven students
were in the airport in Montgomery, they had signs and posters so it was
pretty obvious that they were “northern agitators.” Mr. McCall recalls
some “hateful” things happening in the airport “no one spit on us, no
one threatened us.” Being in Alabama is something that John will never
forget.

he was always exposed to segregation. He said the realization process
was a “gradual awareness.” After he had marched, he lived in an
African American district. He was one of the only white people within a
two mile radius. The march in Selma ended up not only being a catalyst
in the Civil Rights Movement, but in John’s life. When Mr. McCall
looks back on it, he’s happy that he could be part of something so
important. It was an overwhelming experience that was a big part of the
Civil Rights Movement. Being in Alabama is something John will
never forget. His life has truly been all about the Civil Rights
Movement.
-- by Julian K.

On a different note, there were many different emotions displayed
during the march. People were determined as well as scared during their
attempt to march. John was unnerved not only during the march, but
before as well. He was frightened when he found out they were actually
going to Selma to march. An intimidating time for everyone was when
they were turned back. John can remember people waiting for them on
the other side of the Edmond Pettus Bridge, people who had things to
throw at marchers. Afterwards, in the airport when they were targeted
by southern people who believed strongly in segregation, was obviously
a frightening time. Of all the emotions felt, the one that was most
prominent was fear and determination. John knew that marching in
Selma was “absolutely the right thing to do.”
What greatly contributed to his want to be in this march were his
beliefs. He never thought segregation was acceptable because, as a kid,
6

Viola Hayhurst
Viola Hayhurst shared her unforgettable story about the Freedom Summer of 1964. With her enthusiastic and caring personality, Viola was
one of the many unknown leaders that played a small role in the Civil Rights Movement.

“Don’t judge a person by their skin color.”

Viola Hayhurst is one of the unsung leaders of the Civil Rights
Movement that helped us change this nation. Born and raised in
Norfolk, Virginia, Viola lived a quiet life. But as she grew up she
started to notice that she was living in a segregated country. “I
had a very good public education because I was white.” After
graduating from Matthew Maury High School, she was enrolled
as a freshman at the Norfolk Division of the College of William
and Mary as a psychology student. Later Viola moved to Atlanta,
and she was excited because she was a neighbor of Martin Luther
King.

The hot summer of 1964 had a great impact on Viola Hayhurst
because it was the same summer that she made a difference in her
community and beyond. Viola loved her job, which was to find
better jobs for black citizens. As she states, “Blacks could not at
all find jobs, especially back then.” She was extremely
concerned. A group of civil right leaders organized a freedom
march, called Jobs and Freedom. Many brave people joined in to
open a new window for others. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., John
Lewis and many others were involved. Ms. Hayhurst believed
that everyone should agree to mix the segregated groups, “A lot
of people down South wanted to integrate but it was the law of
the land,” she declared. In conclusion, she adored her job,
knowing that she was making a change.

At eighteen, Viola was involved in the Summer Missions
programs of the Mennonite Church. When she received her
Masters of Arts degree she was set on writing her thesis, which
meant she had to move back to Georgia and go to Emory
University. Viola became very attached to the Peace House where
she was living for the summer. The Peace House was a show
place for integration for the Civil Rights Movement. Later on,
“the Peace House was used as the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee-SNCC headquarters,” she recalled. This
program helped organize sit-ins. Viola was making changes in
peoples’ lives, so now it was time to make a change in hers.

One major event in Viola’s life was when she integrated the Pickrick Restaurant in Atlanta. The weekend of July 4th, Viola and
her friend went to have lunch at the restaurant. As they walked in
they saw Lester Maddox, the owner, who came out of nowhere
looking as jolly as Santa Claus. After eating, Vi recalls, “My
friend goes to introduce herself and then my friend announces ‘I
am black.’Lester Maddox almost had a heart attack!” The next
morning we made news as “White girl and Black girl Integrate
Pickrick.” Ms. Hayhurst was very happy that she had the chance
to participate in the movement. After the Pickrick became very
7
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famous because of the remarkable thing both of those girls did,
Lester Maddox closed his restaurant and no one knows why. Mr.
Maddox said that he was never ever going to integrate his
restaurant. All in all, this experience had an effect on Ms.
Hayhurst, and was one experience that she will never forget.

witnessed discrimination from another side. She would go on the
city bus and sit in the back where the blacks were “and of course
I got hate stares, because they were really uncomfortable.” Viola
has experienced both ends of the meter. All in all, her experiences
growing up were a lesson to do something different each time.

June 21, 1964 was a day of grief and pain. It was the day of the
murders of James Earl Chaney, Andrew Goodman, and Michael
Henry Schwerner. Civil rights workers were being told at the
time by the FBI, “You’re on your own.” After midnight on that
day, the three civil right workers were captured and slain by the
Ku Klux Klan. “It came no surprise to us,” says Viola. During
the investigation they came across the missing bodies, in a dam
in Mississippi. Many people were scared to even leave their front
porch, without thinking they would get kidnapped. The murders
affected Viola because she was a civil rights worker, “and who
knows, they could have taken me.” Many people including Viola
learned from these tragic murders.

The Civil Rights Movement changed Viola inside personally as a
human being. Miss Viola Hayhurst had a very successful life.
She made history, changed lives, and changed hers by doing one
thing: listening to her heart.

-- by Sydney F.

Viola despised the KKK. Driving in the late summer of 1966,
Viola was driving along the lonely Highway 58 with her Maine
license plates when she came across a KKK rally. “Seeing all the
cars along the highway, I stopped to see what the event was. It
was the KKK at a rally around a huge bonfire saying some very
bad things about Bobby Kennedy.” As she approached, a state
trooper stopped at the highway, and “told me that I better leave
the area. I left there as fast as I could and I was so scared I didn’t
stop shaking for a good 50 miles,” she recalls. When we asked
what she thought about the Klan she replied, “Nothing good at
all. It just shows the extent that the ‘uneducated’ will go to
impose themselves on others. The violence that they did ‘in their
name’ in the American South was just evil.”
Her earliest memory of segregation was when she was about four.
She lived in a white neighborhood next to a black community.
When the maids walked by, she and the neighborhood kids yelled
names and threw stones at them. When she was older, she
8

Gerald E. Talbot
Gerald E. Talbot is originally from Bangor, Maine. He was a soldier and a legislator, and is a father and a husband and an important civil
rights leader in Portland. His role in the community has helped the city over the years. Today Mr. Talbot is still giving lectures about what
we can do to improve the community, and lives with his wife Mrs. Anita Talbot in Portland, Maine.

“There comes a time when you have to challenge society. Whether it’s City Hall, or whoever that is, you have to
challenge them. And make sure you’ve got a voice. Make sure society knows you have that voice. And if you use
that voice, you can be heard.”

Gerald E. Talbot was born in 1931 and raised in Bangor, Maine.
At the time he wasn’t thinking about the fact that he would
become one of the most well known men in Portland. Mr. Talbot
joined the armed services after he married his wife, Anita
Cummings. He was shipped off from Fort Devens,
Massachusetts, to Thule, Greenland, now known as Qaanaaq.
Thule is a place that is by the North Pole. He spent quite a while
there, and when he got back he retired from the army. He moved
to Portland to find a better life with his wife.

became the new president of the Portland Branch. “I wasn’t
really aware of the fact that I was going to become president of
the NAACP,” he stated after recalling the event. “I probably had
some idea, but I was surprised when it was me who was chosen
for the job.”
Civil rights protests did not start until people got the word about
the NAACP out around town. Mr. Talbot talked about what his
responsibility was as a leader. “I think my major responsibility,”
he said, “was that we were alive and well, that we were a voice in
the community.” He says there were many marches held, and the
events started rolling.

May 11, 1964, is a date Mr. Talbot will never forget. Around
Portland it was hard for a person of color to get a job. “We
needed to have a meeting, because things just ain’t working out,”
exclaimed Mr. Talbot. “We can’t find a job, we can’t find
housing, we can’t get... you know... education. When things ain’t
working out, we need to do something about that.” So when he
came to the church, where an important meeting took place, he
understood the needs of the community. At the meeting the
people were going to choose a person to be president of the
Portland Branch of the NAACP. He had no idea what was to
come. They took the vote, and none other than Gerald E. Talbot

The presence of the KKK was subtle in Portland, but one day, on
his way to work, Mr. Talbot passed a parking lot. When he looked
over, he had to look again. The KKK was marching in the
parking lot. Before he realized what he was doing, he swerved his
car into the parking lot. One of the men saw him, and came over
to investigate. Anger took control of Mr. Talbot. He got out of his
car and stormed over to the man walking toward him. “Before I
realized what I did, I ripped off his hood. Big, bushy red hair and
he was upset... ain’t too happy with what I did,” he said. “I was
9
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saying, ‘What are you doing?! Comin’ over here, into Portland!’”
Obviously, he was upset when the event happened, but now he
thinks of it as a comical memory.

sent them, or march right up and ask them in person, “How many
black members do you have?” Usually they had none.
All in all, Gerald E. Talbot has played many important roles
throughout his life. He was a soldier in the army, a husband and a
father. He has been a Maine legislator. He also has been president
of the Portland Branch of the NAACP, making the lives of others
more meaningful. He enjoys helping others. "There comes a time
when you have to challenge society, whether it's City Hall, or
whoever that is, you have to challenge them. And like I said
before, make sure you've got a voice. Make sure society knows
you have a voice. And if you use that voice, you can be heard."

Discrimination played a larger role in Portland than you might
imagine. It was hard for people of color to get jobs around town.
Gerald E. Talbot, for one, has very light skin, and people would
often ask him what race he actually was. He would start out with
a good job for a while, but after they found out, things got a little
shaky. “When they found out who I am, suddenly I didn’t have a
job anymore.” He found this very frustrating, as did many other
citizens of that time. “One of the things my father told me was
that you always have to find a trade... something you can get a
job at.” But jobs weren’t the only things the Talbot’s had
problems with. Housing discrimination was a problem too. Since
his wife had even darker skin than he, it was hard to find a house.
But the Fair Housing Act made it easier for people to get a home.

-- by Sasha L.

The Fair Housing Act was one of many bills made into law. “Fair
housing was one of the biggest problems in Portland, and in the
state of Maine. If you were black, it was even harder to find an
apartment,” he said. Life was hard, but he could help others who
had the same problem as he. One time he got kicked out of an
apartment by the landlord. The landlord said that he was renting
it out to another person. But Mr. Talbot watched, and no one was
moving in. He and another man both were refused, and so they
brought the man to court. They won the case, and the landlord
was fined 50 dollars, but could still rent out his apartments. This
left Mr. Talbot slightly agitated, but knowing he had made a
small difference.
Mr. Talbot loves to help others and is involved in his community.
He claims to have “been on everybody’s board” around town. He
would get letters and invitations from a variety of people. Yet he
would look at the list of names on them and there would be no
names of black people. So he would either call the people who
10

Bill Browder
As Bill Browder entered the room, his radiant smile was evident. Hidden behind it though, was the sadness he has felt for African
Americans during the Civil Rights Movement. He experienced first-hand the struggle, hardships and roadblocks they faced. The lessons
he learned he continues to share with others today.

“If I can influence people by the way I act, then fine, and if I can’t then fine. I’ll just try harder.”
Bill Browder was born in Nashville, Tennessee, in 1946, at a time
when racial tensions in the South were beginning to rise. During the
early part of his life, he witnessed many racial problems that still bother
him today. He worked for the U.S. Justice Department for much of his
career so he has experienced equal justice issues based on race. He
continues to educate others because of the movement’s strong impact
on him, but mostly he tries to lead by example. “If I can influence
people by the way I act, then fine, and if I can’t then fine. I’ll just try
harder,” reflects Browder.
In his childhood, Bill saw many things that have bothered him since he
was “knee high to a frog.” The South was segregated when he grew up.
Many whites wanted blacks to live in separate communities and didn’t
want them in their schools. Bill’s schools were all-white. For a long
time he was “oblivious to the plight of African Americans” because he
grew up in his “little bubble” until the age of eighteen. The schools
were, for the most part, funded by the community. Since most blacks
were kept in poverty, they didn’t have the money to put resources into
their schools and the government didn’t fund those schools as well as
the white schools. “The people with the money put it in the white
schools and as a result of the resources put into them, they were much
nicer.” For as long as he can remember, Bill had two African Americans
come to his house to help with yard work and would “babysit” Bill and
his sister. They would ride in the back of the bus forty-five minutes to
get to the Browder’s house. Bill’s father gave one of them, Fred, old
suits and clothes to get by with. Fred took them because he had to
support his family but strongly disliked it. It was “demeaning” because
it was like Bill’s father was pitying him, which hurt Fred’s “self-pride.”
Fred would always call Bill “Mr. Bill” or “Mr. Browder” because Fred
thought that Bill was more important than himself because of the color

of his skin. Bill always asked Fred to call him Bill because he didn’t
think that it was right for an older man to be calling a kid “Mr. Bill.”
Bill had many experiences that helped shape some of his traits later on
in life. Throughout his childhood, he had a best friend. However, after
he came back from college, he noticed that his friend was very racist.
Bill could not overlook his views. He remembers, “We used to have
conversations about it, then it became arguments, which then turned to
yelling matches. I couldn’t overlook his views on race and I guess he
couldn’t overlook mine, so we just had to part our ways.” After this
incident he tended to gravitate towards people with views similar to his
own. When Bill was in college, he was driving to Nachis, Mississippi,
shortly after the Ku Klux Klan had blown up a church that had
contained four little, African American girls. He had thought how
horrible it was that he was in a place where a church had been blown
up. When he left law school, he exited the hatred of the South and
headed into a very different world in the North.
Following law school, Mr. Browder lived in Washington D.C. and was
a law clerk for an African American judge. He exuberantly exclaimed,
“I worked for an African American, I had African American friends. It’s
just all an evolving process where you are not all of a sudden looking at
a person and saying oh wow, you’re an African American. You’re going
oh wow, you’re a pretty young lady. It has nothing to do with what race
the person is.” Before living in Washington D.C, he had been “looking,
but not seeing.” Now he was looking past the color of their skin and
finding “the content of their character.” While Bill was in D.C. Fred
came to visit. They went out to a bar and had dinner together. Fred told
him, “I never thought we would have dinner together in a restaurant.”
Bill asked Fred why he hadn’t been more “militant or resistant” against
11
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segregation. Fred had said he had been “kept in his place” for so long
that he “knew no other way.” He said that, “It was up to the next
generation of blacks to change things.” For the last time, Bill asked Fred
to call him “Bill,” not “Mr. Bill.” Fred explained, “You can’t teach an
old dog new tricks.” Later they sat on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial
and cried together because they never thought that they would ever be
equal. The time they had together taught Bill a lot about the fear that
African Americans felt about speaking up and standing tall.

eighteen... During those years, segregation just wasn’t on the radar
screen.” When he would come across people of color, his friends might
yell derogatory names but usually they would just “look but not see,”
or “hear but not listen.” For the most part, this was how blacks were
treated in the South, like they weren’t there. Bill knew that
generalizations are never good and you should always judge people on
the “content of their character.” Bill has learned a lot from segregation
and tries to put that knowledge to good use.

Since Bill was a lawyer for the U.S. Justice Department, he has
experienced or heard of many different occasions where equal justice
under the law was not applied because of race. Ever since he had
become a lawyer, he believed in equal justice under the law. But the
truth was that this concept was rarely applied to African Americans.
When Bill looked at the number of people put to death in this country,
he noticed that many more blacks were put to death. “Under the face of
that, that may be defensible but there’s something wrong with that.
Blacks just don’t get the same representation as whites do in court.” For
the most part, blacks were kept in poverty, so they didn’t have the
money to pay for a good lawyer. Also, many lawyers wouldn’t take on
a case because it would put their family in danger with groups like the
KKK. He mentioned, “If you’re representing a black guy in court,
you’re likely to get your house blown up... I have an image of law
enforcement in the deep South being a major part of the problem.”
Although Bill can’t talk for all police officers, he says that “many police
officers were racist and acted that way.” Another way that powerful
whites helped keep blacks powerless was by making it very difficult, if
not impossible, to vote. Literacy tests were used and were one way of
bending the law in the South. The literacy tests were very hard to pass,
and so very few blacks could vote. These tests were eventually ruled
unconstitutional. As this past presidential election raged, Bill never
thought “Americans being what they were, they would vote a black guy
for president... I had so little faith in my fellow human beings.” He is
happily surprised that Barack Obama is President. Going back to the
fifties and sixties, voting rights and law enforcement were major
roadblocks on the road to equality.
Browder’s foundation for views on segregation were laid early in his
life. Bill exclaimed, “I wasn’t raised to be a bigot. My parents didn’t
think it was okay to degrade other human beings.” However, they
weren’t firm believers in civil rights because they grew up at a time
when segregation was very accepted in the South. Segregation was to
such an extent that Bill didn’t come across many blacks because he
grew up in an “all-white” community. It’s no surprise that he went to an
all-white school as well. “I lived in an all-white bubble up until I was

Bill lives with his family in Freeport where he is sad to admit that there
is limited diversity. Since his kids do not grow up with many people
who are different from them, Bill has frequent conversations about
diversity and race with his kids. “I have raised my own kids to be
colorblind, in other words,
never judge people by the
color of their skin.” Bill has
done many things to add to
his own knowledge. “I read,
in an attempt to better
understand the nature of
prejudice;
then
freely
discuss with others the
irrationality
of
racial
discrimination.” I support
political candidates who
support or promote civil
rights
legislation.”
He
openly disapproves of name
calling. Lastly and most
importantly, he tries to live
up to what he preaches. He makes sure that he is carrying out all the
ideas that he is asking others to as well.
Bill Browder is very happy with how much things have improved
today. He thinks that it’s really good that we have started thinking about
things like race and equality. “This is the age where you are very
impressionable and develop traits that will last a lifetime.” Coming into
King Middle School, one of the most diverse schools in the state of
Maine, he is happily surprised that there are very few racial tensions
here. Today, America’s beliefs and ideas are so different from when Bill
was growing up that he can hardly relate. He reminds us that we have
come a long way, but that we still have a long way to go before we will
have purged all segregation and race-based judgements.
-- by Curran C.
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Sharon Bresler
Sharon Bresler grew up in Connecticut and is the oldest of four children. Her parents encouraged her to always stand up for what was
right. She was a student NAACP member and picketed to integrate high schools in Bridgeport. Sharon is still in the NAACP today.

“He gave a renewed sense of energy to keep everything going.”

Sharon Bresler lived in a basically all white town and didn’t like
how black people were treated in other areas. She grew up
thinking that there was something wrong with the system because
people were being treated unfairly.

Bridgeport were bad. While there, she met with other kids at the
YMCA. The kids there had to listen to what the adults said.

Her first memories of segregation are when her family drove to
Florida to visit her grandparents in 1962. They stopped at a gas
station, which was the first time she saw bathrooms designated
for white and colored.

When she got involved with the student NAACP, her mother felt
like kids should stand up for things. Her parents were
encouraging. Sharon’s mom went to demonstrations when she
was a teenager. Her mom was in a youth group, also. Ms.
Bresler’s mother thought it was natural to fight for what was
right. Sharon was supported.

Sharon was in high school in the 1960s. She watched on TV the
Little Rock Nine integrating Little Rock High School in 1957.
She thought it was shocking to watch the students on TV being
escorted into school. In Bridgeport, near where she grew up, the
schools were segregated. There were two high schools. One was
for white students and the other high school was for black
students. Harding was the school for the white children and
Bassick was for the black kids.

One of the ways the student NAACP fought against segregation
was to picket the Board of Education in Bridgeport to integrate
the schools. She enjoyed picketing the Board of Education.
While picketing, she was called ‘communist’ by people. There
were signs that read “Get rid of communists.” The goal of the
picketing was to allow the kids to go to whatever school they
wanted to go to. While picketing, Sharon and other members of
the student NAACP were photographed.

Sharon Bresler was a student member of the NAACP. She got
involved after her family trip to Florida. When she saw the
segregated bathrooms, that is when she got involved. While in
the NAACP, the group decided to go to Bridgeport, Connecticut,
to interact with people of other races. They were segregated
there by choice, not law. It was called defacto. The conditions in

When Sharon was in the student NAACP, the group went to go
hear Martin Luther King, Jr. speak. It was not a recorded speech
of his. The speech was not composed; he just spoke. They were
invited to the speech to be ushers. All of the activists got to
speak. Social leaders got to speak. Everyone was invited to
speak before Dr. King because, “No one would stay for the other
13
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guys if Martin Luther King spoke first.” Some of the students
members got to speak when MLK spoke. It was a very emotional
speech, and he spoke from the heart. She remembers that he was
an extraordinary speaker. “He gave a renewed sense of energy to
keep everything going.”
Sharon was in college when Dr. Martin Luther King was
assassinated. “When he died everything stopped.“ She
remembers that classes stopped and everyone was walking
around crying. “It was devastating and cities burned all around
the country. It took days and days before people did anything.
People were in shock”.
Sharon’s involvement in the Civil Rights Movement started when
she was in high school and it’s still important to her today. She is
still a member of the NAACP. She stands up for all people and
tries to do what she believes is right.

-- by Dominic A.
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Rachel Talbot Ross
As the current president of the NAACP, Rachel Talbot Ross recalls always being interested in civil rights. Rachel has had a very
interesting life. Every day she fights for equality for all people in Maine by working with the criminal justice system and the government.
Rachel Talbot Ross has dedicated her life to equal rights for all.

“I think that we have a great city, and I feel that I can be whoever I want to be here and I feel my son can do the
same.”

Rachel Talbot Ross is the current president of the NAACP. She was born
in 1960 and will be turning fifty this year. She has lived all over the
country-in California, New York, and even Connecticut. Rachel has a
degree in political science and has experience in working on Capitol Hill
with people such as Senator George Mitchell. She has also worked with
Walter Fauntroy, who is a former representative of the District of
Columbia. If you are wondering who she is, Rachel is the daughter of
Gerald E. Talbot and Anita Talbot. Anita and Gerald Talbot have also been
a part of the NAACP. Rachel has a son of her own, Dennis Ross. He was
born in San Diego where Rachel lived at the time. As you will see, Rachel
is playing a vital role in the NAACP.

Rachel Talbot Ross is an activist. She has been a part of many protests and
rallies that have had a huge impact on our community. If you were to
meet Rachel today you wouldn’t see her as the type of woman who
would rally down Congress Street in protest. You would see her as a
gentle, educated woman. Rachel is all those things, but has been a part of
many protests and rallies to help her community. Rachel talked with the
governor about diversifying government employment. In addition to that,
Rachel Talbot Ross helped protect prisoners and their right to vote, which
now makes Maine and Vermont the only two states that have never taken
away voting rights for prisoners. She is one amazing activist, because not
only does she stand up for what she believes in, but she also stands up for
other people’s rights.

Rachel’s childhood had a very large influence on who she is today, but
how did her childhood influence her? Rachel was constantly surrounded
with events pertaining to the NAACP. In addition to that, her family and
friends were involved in the NAACP or related organizations. She noticed
this was special when she was asked about her opinions on events and
issues that the NAACP worked with. This would especially happen when
her family would eat dinner. “What was so cool about growing up was
every night we ate dinner together.” When they ate dinner, they would
begin a discussion about current events. Rachel Talbot Ross definitely had
an interesting childhood that introduced her to what she does today.

Rachel believes that Maine is a great state, but there are some changes that
could make it even better. One change that I’m sure many people will
agree with, is more local business. Local businesses will help because
with more shops and stores the money spent there will help the state
economy and bank. People should begin to spend money in these shops
rather than stores that are large corporate companies that don’t represent
America. In addition to that, employment of people of different races
should increase. Rachel believes this will help change the diversity of
employment and help change some racial discrimination related to jobs.
Another major change that should happen is to stop profiling in Maine.
Profiling is where someone is judged by what they look like or their
15
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personality. In some cases this is not fair. “I think that we have a great city
and I feel that I can be whoever I want to be here and I feel my son can do
the same,” states Ms. Talbot Ross

As the president of the NAACP, Ms. Talbot Ross has achieved many
goals. She noticed that when Muslim women went to jail they were asked
to remove their religious clothing. When Rachel heard this, she wanted to
make a way to respect people’s faith and tradition. Rachel Talbot Ross
took this all the way to the Supreme Court to ask if this could be done.
Also, she has helped stop bias profiling. “The Westbrook Police
Department, Cumberland County Sheriff’s Department, the Immigrant
Legal Advocacy Project-we all came together and lobbied the state to pass
a law to end what we call bias-based profiling.” As you can see, Rachel
Talbot Ross has done many things to help Mainers in the present, but she
is also working on projects that could benefit someone from the past. She
is currently working on a project where the city of Portland is donating
part of the Bayside trail to remember Martin Luther King, Jr. All in all,
Rachel Talbot Ross has achieved many things and there is still more to
come.

Civil rights and human rights have two different meanings. These are two
rights Rachel feels everyone should have, but what is the difference
between civil rights and human rights? The difference between civil rights
and human rights is that human rights are something that is inherited. “I
like to think of human rights as being something that is inherited as
human beings,” said Rachel Talbot Ross. Civil rights for example is the
right to vote. An example of a human right is clean water. This is because
you have to be a citizen to vote; you do have a constitutional right to vote.
As you can see, civil rights and human rights are different in numerous
ways.
You may think that Rachel Talbot Ross would be the type of person who
has never been discriminated against, but you’d be wrong. Rachel has
been discriminated against multiple times but the most recent time was
when she was on her way to meet with the governor. She was driving a
brand new Jeep Cherokee when she was pulled over by a state trooper.
When the trooper came to her window he asked her some questions. One
of the first questions Ms. Talbot Ross was asked was, “Whose car is this?”
Rachel was puzzled as to why the police man would ask this because it
was, in fact, her car. When Rachel said that it was her car the trooper
asked her, “When did you get here?” As the questions came forth Rachel
Talbot Ross became more and more confused as to why she was stopped
in the first place. The trooper never told her why she was pulled over, but
the conclusion that Rachel thought was that the police had profiled her.
The police saw her as an African American and didn’t think that she could
have a brand new Jeep Cherokee.

Rachel Talbot Ross is a kind and helpful woman who has many
accomplishments. She not only has helped people in getting freedom
through civil rights, but
has helped gain religious
freedom and human
rights. All in all, Rachel
Talbot Ross plays a vital
role in protecting civil
rights in Portland and is
still helping to make
Maine a better place for
all people.
-- by Aren K.

As she remembers it, her parent’s influence was a very positive one.
When she was a child, her parents would always ask for her opinions on
events that they would work on. “I was constantly seeing my parents
involved in issues that would make other people’s lives better.” This
helped Rachel learn about what the NAACP does and what message they
are trying to get across. “I remember it as a really positive and
empowering experience,” Rachel Talbot Ross recalled.
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Phil Shearman
Throughout the Civil Rights Movement, Phil struggled to gain equal rights for the people in his community. His efforts were highly
appreciated by his fellow church members. Although he wanted change, his main goal was to eliminate racial hatred. All he wanted was to
live in a world where people saw each other as special in their own way.

“We’re all equal. Maybe different, but we all deserve the same rights.”
Phil Shearman played a significant role in civil rights events in
and around his community. He grew up in Rochester, and Boston,
Massachusetts, and later moved to Toledo, Ohio. At the time, the
Civil Rights Movement was going on and he was a preacher at a
church in Toledo. This made Phil an important citizen in his
town. He helped the community members by, not only being the
church preacher, but also as a chaplain of the Fire Department.
Prior to this, Phil came out of the Navy so he had already
witnessed some discrimination and segregation.

the little girls. Since he had lived in Boston once and the Boston
papers were widely read, Phil sent a copy of the letter to one of
the papers. The next day, the Boston paper that he sent the letter
to published it. Although Phil never found out if the letter helped
the little girls or even reached them, he was not done helping the
community that he currently lived in.
Phil, along with another man, was a chaplain of the Toledo Fire
Department. This was a very respected ranking in the department
and although he put out many fires, there is one that he
remembers the most. He received an alert call stating that there
was a fire in one of the African American communities of the
town. Immediately, he gathered some other firemen in the
building and they rushed over to the fire. Before they could leave
they had to put covers over the engines because people,
especially African Americans, threw stones at them as they drove
by. “Those were the kind of feelings going on,” Phil explained.
When they arrived at the fire they discovered a man who was
trapped in a burning building. The door was locked and the
windows were barred. Even though Phil and the others tried to
free him, he was killed in the fire. Many of the firemen had to go
to the hospital to be treated. While they were being treated, angry
black citizens tried to harm them because they blamed the
firemen for the man’s death. Along with this conflict between Phil
and the angry African Americans, he later had many good
“memorable times”.

During World War II, Phil was in the Navy. On the ship that he
worked on, there were a number of African-American sailors.
Although they worked for the Navy, they never actually had a
chance to fight for their country. The only jobs they were allowed
to do were to cook, serve, and clean up after the officers. Plus, the
only thing that they could do during battle stations was to carry
ammunition. Another way that these sailors were discriminated
against was, unlike the white officers, their sleeping quarters
were all in one clump. The white officers, on the other hand, were
spread across the length of the ship and the reason for this was
quite simple. If the ship was hit, the surviving officers would
know what to do. They didn’t really care if the AfricanAmericans were killed in an attack. “That was the pattern in the
armed forces at the time up until Harry Truman said otherwise.”
After leaving the Navy, Phil returned to his home in Boston.
While he was living in Boston, Phil heard about these four little
girls who were being picked on by “these great big adults” in
Birmingham, Alabama. “I got weepy about it because I really
care about kids,” Phil said. He then decided to write a letter to

The church that Phil worked at was located in a community
mostly populated by African Americans. He made friends of his
fellow church members so he decided that he wanted to do
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something nice for them, “a gift to my friends” is the way he put
it. In the next week or so, Phil borrowed a large projection screen
from the Board of Education. He was going to show movies on it
outdoors, because most of the families didn’t own a television.
Shortly after people started gathering in front of the screen, a
police officer on a motor bike pulled over to investigate the
commotion. Phil told him that everything was okay. The thing
that really caught his attention is that the officer let all of these
children climb on his motorcycle. As Phil told me, “It was
important for the kids to see a police officer in a different way.”

a large group of people. Phil found Dr. King’s speeches to be
extraordinarily powerful. “The way he spoke was almost as if he
was personally talking to you,” Phil said. But one thing that he
noticed, was that at all of his speeches, Martin Luther King, Jr.
never smiled. Phil wondered how this could be because Dr. King,
himself, had given so many others hope. “The only time I ever
saw Dr. King smile was when he was speaking to a large group
of us and somebody presented Mrs. King with a big bouquet of
roses, and he smiled,” Phil said. Other than that, things were ever
so serious. Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated on April 4th,
1968. Phil never received a chance to speak with him face to
face, but he would have enjoyed it very much.

During the time, some of the civil rights rioting was happening in
Detroit and although Detroit is northwest of Toledo, Toledo was
impacted. “If Detroit got a cold, Toledo would cough” is what
Phil and his buddies used to say. Being an active community
member, Phil had witnessed some of the riots along with some of
the beatings that were happening, as well. These events made
him feel bad. “I felt bad for both sides. Especially the ones being
beaten, but I also felt bad for the people who were doing the
beating because they didn’t know any better.” He was not alone,
because, “there were a great many people sympathetic for the
ones being beaten.” A lot of these conflicts occurred because of
people trying to integrate public facilities. Segregation was
something that the African American population could not put up
with anymore.

The children in the community had heard about Dr. King’s death
and wanted to do something in his honor. Their idea was to get a
tree and a stone plaque. Once they got the tree, they asked if it
could be planted behind Phil’s church. He agreed so the children
told him about their plaque idea and showed him the stone that
they wanted to use. Phil told them that he may be able to help
them. “I had a friend who came to my church and owned a
monument company,” Phil said. When he showed the man the
stone, the man told him that if he even touched the stone, it
would crumble. So the man got
some granite and made the plaque
for the kids. After the tree and
stone were put into place, there
was a gathering. Many people
came to honor Dr. King, even the
Vice Mayor. At this point, Phil
realized that he played a
somewhat significant role in the
Civil Rights Movement and a
large role in his community.

Other public areas that were segregated were neighborhoods. The
real estate workers had drawn the line as to where whites and
blacks would live. Because of having to put up with such
nonsense for so long, the African American community, along
with some whites like Phil, were against these lines and wanted
them either moved or erased. This was a small movement, an
effort that Phil supported, to make it illegal for the lines to be
drawn. Past attempts to move the lines had failed. He scheduled
a meeting of both sides at his church. The mayor of Toledo was
in favor of integration, “but one man was very, very much against
it.” Along with these two representatives, many other citizens
came to support one side or the other. Phil was against the man
who didn’t want integration. “Although I disagreed, I thought
that we had to act responsibly and respect each side’s opinion.”
Phil commented. This, of course, was not the only public hearing
that Phil attended.

Looking back, Phil knows that
many things have changed, but he
also told us that many have not.
“We’re all equal. Maybe different,
but we all deserve the same rights.” Phil stated. There is still a lot
of discrimination and “speaking down to” different racial groups,
but “on a whole, things have most definitely changed.”
-- by Nathaniel G.

He had the honor of hearing Martin Luther King Jr. speak on
many occasions. As you would have guessed, it was always with
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Leonard W. Cummings Sr.
Leonard Cummings has a very amazing story that many people have not heard. If you met him, he seems like an ordinary man, but he has
accomplished much in his life. Living in Portland, Maine his hard work has made a difference and he has helped the community in many
ways.

“Don’t let anybody ever tell you, you can’t because if you do you'll never make it.”

Leonard W. Cummings Sr. is dedicated to helping his community
in many different ways. Leonard attended schools in Portland and
lives here. In 1953, Leonard was the president of his graduating
class at Portland High School and was voted most popular of his
class. When he got older, he was a member of the Portland
NAACP. While there, he did many helpful things for the
community.

delightful to live near her parents. “Did you know I was denied,
and I grew up right there?” Mary Jane asked; then she realized
that they could not get a place where they wanted to live. The
people who rented theses places blankly told them they could not
have the apartments because of their skin color.
Leonard was involved as a member of the NAACP and became
the president. He was president from 1976 to 1978. When he
was working in the NAACP, he opened an office called Positive
Awareness. As he worked with the radio project, he was the first
person to conduct a census of blacks in Cumberland County. That
was important because it showed the state how many blacks there
were. While he worked in Portland, Leonard tried to make the
African American people feel like they were like the rest of the
community. To put the kids in good spirits he started an African
American beauty pageant. They also had a newspaper. Those are
some of the things that Leonard did while in the NAACP.

Leonard has had some memorable experiences in his life. When
he was in the Army he was in St Louis, Missouri, an unfamiliar
city and it was at night. Leonard stopped in a restaurant to get a
cup of coffee and a hamburger. He was told, “You can buy it
here, but you can’t eat it here.” Even though he was wearing his
Army uniform he was still subject to discrimination. This was a
time that Leonard felt discriminated against.
Most people think that Portland did not have discrimination.
Portland did have discrimination, but it was not as bad as the
South. There was housing discrimination. When Leonard was in
the Army, his wife Mary Jane wanted to get an apartment. There
was an apartment next door from where her parents lived on
Forest Street. The apartment was at the corner right across where
the Sea Dogs baseball stadium is now. She thought it would be

While Leonard was working in the NAACP, he took part in
marches and protests. The NAACP wanted to march in Portland
for civil rights. The night before the march members of the
NAACP had a meeting. They decided that they were going to
march. They also protested on the steps of the City Hall in
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Springfield, Mass. They were demonstrating for human rights.
People around he and his wife were being arrested but they still
protested. They did not get arrested. Those are only some of the
marches and protests Mr. Cummings participated in. All of these
times he was never scared because he relies on religion. That is
why Leonard was never afraid.
Leonard and Mary Jane helped begin The Martin Luther King, Jr.
breakfast. The first breakfast was here in Portland in 1981, and
they still have it here today. Each year the breakfast is growing.
“We started this breakfast to honor Martin Luther King, Jr’s
birthday.” They have it every year on his birthday weekend. The
first time they did the breakfast there was a big snowstorm. Tim
Wilson was going to give the speech that day and he lived in
Augusta. He was told to be there at 10 o’clock and he was there
at 10 o’clock. This shows how important this was to some
people. At the first one there was only 20 people, and now there
are nearly a thousand people who attend.
A current project that Leonard is involved with is the restoration
of the Abyssinian Meeting House. Leonard and Mary Jane
Cummings are very determined to restore the Abyssinian
Meeting House. The Abyssinian Meeting House is the third
oldest African American Meeting House in America. This is a
part of Portland history, so they did not to want let it go. The
building belonged to African Americans and they wanted to make
sure that they tell that story. Now Leonard is the caretaker of the
meeting house .
Leonard Cummings is very proud of the things that he has
accomplished throughout his life. Leonard W. Cummings has
always worked hard and always tries to leave everything better
for the next generation.
-- by Dylan G.
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Mary Jane Cummings
The moment she walked in the door Mary Jane Cummings emanated joy. She has dedicated most of her life to ensuring equality for all.
Mary Jane has participated in several groups supporting the Civil Rights Movement, and has worked hard for all of us. She is truly an
inspiration to all.

“Good better best, never let it rest, until your good is better and your better is the best”

Mary Jane Cummings was and still is a mother and wife that
lived in Portland during the time of the Civil Rights Movement.
She was an activist in Portland in the 50s and 60s. Mary Jane
Cummings stated, “I have lived in Portland all my life.” She also
attended Portland High School and was one of the first graduates
of King Middle School. She later married Leonard Cummings in
1956 and has been married to him for over 50 years. Mary Jane,
being a strong activist of the Civil Rights Movement, has tried to
help make Portland what it is today.

available and she made contact before anyone else, she was
refused. She was refused only because of the color of her skin. If
she had been a Caucasian they most likely would have been
welcome. As well, she faced discrimination in employment.
Mary Jane had a job as a teller at a bank. She worked for six
months and then she was fired. She was told it was because of
her performance, but she believed it was due to the color of her
skin. She filed a complaint with the Maine Human Rights
Commission, but even though the investigator believed it was
discrimination it was too hard to prove. Mary Jane appealed the
decision which was later denied, but her efforts opened the door
for other women entering into management.

During the time of the Civil Rights Movement, “Portland didn’t
call itself segregated.” In fact, many of the children and teenagers
weren’t aware of many problems that existed in the South until
they graduated from high school. As Mary Jane recalled, “My
white friends would take one road and we would be forced to
take another.” In a way this was the beginning of recognizing
discrimination in Portland. It took a while before discrimination
started to show, that is in terms of housing and jobs.

An organization that definitely fought discrimination is the
NAACP, which stands for the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People. Mary Jane was, at one time, a
secretary of the local NAACP. Further on in her involvement she
became vice president. Her husband had the honor of being
president of the Portland NAACP from 1976-1978. The
organization had a chance to send money down to the South for
support of demonstrations. Although the older generation wanted
to send money, the younger ones, much like Mary Jane and

Mary Jane has experienced several examples of racial
discrimination in Portland. In the process of looking for an
apartment, she found one apartment available on Park Ave. next
to the house that she grew up in on Forest St. Although it was
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Leonard, decided that they would demonstrate locally. Mr. and
Mrs. Cummings are not as involved in the NAACP as they were
back in the 50s and 60s because they feel it’s time for the next
generation, “We’re just the caretakers... We’re getting ready for
you.”

historical building and to help others understand the importance
of restoring it. “The building is our building.”
As you can see, Mary Jane Cummings was and still is a very
involved activist in the community. She has participated in
multiple activities to help the NAACP. Everything from an
NAACP vice president to a beauty pageant, she has done many
things to make Portland a better place for all of us. The whole
time she has been fighting for her rights and for the next
generations’ rights. There need to be more people in the world
like her, fighting for what they believe in and not cowering in the
corner. Mary Jane is a veteran of discrimination, segregation and
most importantly, integration. Mary Jane has acted to make
Portland a better place for all of us. Hopefully, we can all learn
from her and stand up for what is right.

There was another breakthrough that the Cummings were
involved in, a beauty pageant right here in Portland. Many
women were being “left out” of the regular pageant, not because
of their skill but because of the color of their skin. Mary Jane and
several others were frustrated, so they decided “We’ll do our own
pageant.” This was a pageant “for the black kids.” They called it
the Miss Black Teenage Pageant. Many young black teenagers
joined the pageant and it was a phenomenal event. There are still
Black Beauty Pageants across the country today that remind us
that anyone can be beautiful.

-- by Ben W.

Not only did Mrs. Cummings make history in the NAACP, but
she also made history by helping to start the Martin Luther King
Jr. Breakfast. If you have ever been to the breakfast, you will
agree that it is a fantastic event. The first breakfast was held at St.
Paul’s Episcopal Church. The night before there was a huge
snowstorm and they weren’t sure if people would show up.
Unfortunately “only about 20 people showed up for the first
breakfast,” but the more breakfasts they had the more people
showed up. Companies had been donating money to the NAACP
and now Mary Jane and her colleagues started asking them to
send employees to attend. The breakfast was a huge success and
has continued for many years with a diverse group participating.
Another cause Mary Jane is involved in is the Abyssinian
Meeting House. This meeting house is the third oldest in the
United States. This is a remarkable building considering it
survived the Great Fire. It was built because in the early 1800s
blacks were forced to sit in the balcony in white churches.
Mary Jane and many others are working together to restore this
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Wayne Cowart
Wayne Cowart went to Florida State University and he started working at the United Press International as a “stringer” in 1963. Mr.
Cowart wasn’t ready for what he was about to see while he was working for the UPI.

“I had never in my life seen any human being behave violently towards another human being.”

Wayne Cowart was born in Florida, and he grew up in Miami.
His dad was in the military during World War Two. At the time
he was in high school he was interested in photography. He went
to Florida State University in 1962, and he started working at the
United Press International as a “stringer” in 1963. Mr. Cowart
wasn’t ready for what he was about to see while he was working
for the UPI.

that came from other places in the South, and also make a list of
the stories that they wanted to cover on that day.
One of the stories that he covered was when a group of racially
mixed kids from one of the civil rights groups in Florida were
planning to go in a white church, because at that time all the
churches were segregated. The strange thing was that the church
deacons were standing outside of the church looking grumpy. But
the mixed group of kids never came.

During his time at college Mr. Cowart said, “Segregation was
strongly established when I was young, and it was still in place
when I came to the university.” At the time when he went to the
school, it was facing integration. The first black student was Max
Courtney. There were five to six African American students at the
time he was there. He was friends with some of them. Two or
three of them were in the same religious group as he was in,
which was the Wesley Foundation. Mr. Cowart doesn’t remember
witnessing violence in civil rights events around Tallahassee.

Another time there was a rally that was organized by a
segregationist group. None of the reporters wanted to go because
things like that could end in violence, so all of them decided to
go together to the rally. It was four or five photographers,
including Mr. Cowart. When they came to the rally it was at a
harness track. Former Governor Ross Barnett was the featured
speaker. During this rally, Governor Barnett urged the crowd not
give up the fight for the right of segregation. Governor Barnett
asked the crowd, “ Are you with me in this fight? Are you in this
fight to win?” A mixed group of students from the SNCC came in
to protest segregation, and the crowd went wild. At this point,
Wayne remembers the speaker stopping. Violence erupted. The
crowd used the chairs to beat the mixed group of students. The
police made the students go over the fence to escape. Three black

A friend of Mr. Cowart’s at FSU helped him to get the part time
“stringer” job for the United Press International as a newspicture
photographer in Tallahassee. In the summer of 1964, his friend
recommended him for a summer internship in the Atlanta,
Georgia, bureau of UPI. At this job he had to come in at six in the
morning to check the “overnight traffic” of news and the news
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men were hospitalized. Wayne never saw anything like that
before. Wayne said, “I had never in my life seen any human
being behave violently towards another human.”
After he finished school Mr. Cowart went to New York, because
he thought it was the land of dreams. New York was very
different from Florida. In New York he saw the mixing of races
and ethnicities on the street, in stores, in the subways, and in
many offices. He made so many friends in New York from
different cultures. He said that the mixing of the races was far
more accepted in New York than in any place he had seen in the
South.
Mr. Cowart got interested in civil rights before he worked for
UPI. When he was younger he had seen segregation, but he never
had seen people get killed. One time he saw pictures and images
which showed a police chief unleashing his officers on
demonstrators who were predominantly black children, and “it
was hard” for him. In his point of view “nonviolence was
important to the way civil rights thrived in the United States.”
Even though he only saw the violence in Birmingham through
media, it had a strong impact on him.
At the end, he was happy to see how civil rights sprawled in the
United States and how it changed his life. All these events have
helped him understand what was going on in the world and made
a big impact and impression on his experiences his life.
-- by Gulad H.
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Gina Cressey
Gina Cressey shared very interesting information with us about civil rights and her life experiences. Her experiences included
membership in the NAACP and NCCJ. She was also one of the 250,000 protesters to march with Martin Luther King Jr. in the March On
Washington. Gina Cressey has spent much of her life supporting equal rights for all people.

“The take-home message of my early involvement with the Civil Rights Movement was that no group is better than
any other group, and working for change can produce results.”
Gina Cressey has lived a very interesting and eventful life. She is
from Long island, New York, and she went to the University of
Illinois. When she had a child she moved to Chevy Chase,
Maryland. Her daughter went to Chevy Chase Elementary
School. When she was a young person she was in the NCCJ and
the NAACP.

how many people had come to the march. This made her feel
happy and overjoyed.
When she was at the march she had her feet in the water as she
was listening to Dr. King’s speech. The speech made her feel
stronger and she realized “she had led a soft life.” When she was
listening to the speech there wasn’t a sound. All you could hear
was Dr. King ‘s speech. When she first arrived at the march she
walked with an old black minister from Mississippi, but they
were having a hard time understanding each other because he had
a southern accent but they were there for the same reason.

The NCCJ stands for National Conference of Christians and
Jews. In the 50s the NCCJ was about bringing blacks and whites
together. The NCCJ had a camping trip and Gina went with them.
On the camping trip the blacks and whites forgot what their skin
color was, so there was no name calling or discrimination. Gina
Cressey was also a member of the NAACP which stands for
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
She was just a foot soldier, and she attended meetings and
protests.

At first her parents didn’t want her to go the march because they
thought it would get violent but they let her go because she
wanted to show she was on the side of fairness. One of the
reasons she went was to show she was fair, and she wanted to
show she didn’t believe in segregation and discrimination.

Gina heard about the March On Washington from the
organizations she belonged to and the newspaper. Gina and her
friends, black and white, took a bus to Washington D.C. On the
bus they sang freedom songs like We Shall Overcome and We
Shall not Be Moved. When they got to D.C., they were amazed at

Gina’s friends went to the March In Selma but Gina didn’t go
because she didn’t want to be one of the people that got killed. In
Selma firefighters fired water into the crowd, and when they fired
the hoses they aimed for the head so you would get knocked
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down. Once the police and firefighters started doing that some of
the marchers left and the rest of the marchers were still marching.

had an impact on her life and it still affects her today. She is
committed to working for equal rights for all people.

When Gina was in college at the University of Illinois the senator
from South Carolina named Strom Thurmond came and gave a
speech. Gina and other college students protested. They
protested to make the senator see black and white people
together. Strom Thurmond supported segregation and said racist
things. Strom Thurmond was in office from 1956 to 2003. Even
though they didn’t change his mind they wanted to show him that
other people didn’t support segregation.

-- by Caleb B.

Gina was also involved in voter registration. She knocked on
black people’s doors and said that she could help them get
registered to vote. The registration people would try to make it
hard for black people to vote by giving them a literacy test. They
would say you could vote if your grandfather voted, and they
would try to prove that you couldn’t read at a high level. They
did this to keep black people from voting. Voter registration was
important.
Gina’s daughter went to Chevy Chase Elementary school. The
school board was going to integrate Chevy Chase Elementary and
Rose Mary Hills Elementary. Gina and her husband went to the
bus stop with their daughter on the first day of kindergarden.
There were news reporters that came to the bus stop to interview
the parents about how they felt about their children being bused to
an all black school. They interviewed Gina and she said that she
liked the idea of integration. Later that evening Gina’s friend
called her and told her she was glad to see that she looked crummy
on TV because everybody thinks people that live in Chevy Chase
are rich. Once the schools were integrated they were called the
Rose Mary Rainbows.
An experience Gina had, was with the movement was being involved
with the NAACP. Another of Gina’s experiences in the Civil Rights
Movement was when she attended the March on Washington. This
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Douglas Guy
From battles between countries with lethal bombs to making fast friends, Douglas Guy recounted his four years in the military as he
shared his intriguing story. His sheer, crystal blue eyes sparkling, and his laughter rippling from his throat, I listened intently to his sharp
memories of World War II.

“I’m not an expert on Civil Rights, but I think ‘civil’ is right.”

A surprise phone call interrupted Doug Guy’s afternoon when he
was asked at the last minute to be an interviewee for a few King
Middle School students. When he found that the topic of the
interview was civil rights, he became a bit confused. Born and
raised in the small town of Sandpoint, Idaho, in 1915, Doug had
never seen a black person. As he remembers it, “ ‘Civil rights’ in
my growing up period was getting acquainted with a few Native
Americans.” Noticing a handful of Native Americans who came
into town to purchase goods to take home was as close as Doug
came to interacting with people of darker skin. Later in his life,
he entered the University of Idaho where he did not know an
African American. In 1937, Doug graduated from college as an
electrical engineer major. He explained, “My philosophy for
talking about anything is to put it into an engineering type of
lingo.” So when “My experience with African Americans is very
limited” left his mouth, the room became a tad tense. But
although the topic of Civil Rights, segregation, and
discrimination toward people with dark skin did not seem to
apply to Doug Guy’s experiences, he ended up having an
amazing life story which definitely related to the topic.

east, he saw a person with dark skin. “I never knew a black
person until I came East!” he marveled. In fact, he became
friends with a man his age who was African American. The
retired air force man has such a sharp memory, that he
remembers the man’s name: Vern Baubien. A distinct memory of
Vern that Doug had was during a dance party that he and his
wife, Liz, attended. There was a particular dance where you
switched partners with another dancer, and when Liz came face
to face with Vern, she didn’t hesitate. Doug remembers the
moment, “I can remember him making a comment about how
nice that was.”
Doug’s wife Liz brushed on yet another event involving civil
rights. Looking back at her family history, Liz found that her
great-grandparents were involved with Revolutionary War
activities and one of them was a member of the DAR. The only
way you could join the Daughters of the American Revolution is
to prove that a relative was somehow tied with the Revolutionary
War, which she did. One evening, Marion Anderson, a wellknown “talented lady vocalist” was scheduled to sing for an
integrated audience at the DAR Convention Hall. But when the
papers announced she was refused the right to sing in the hall,
Liz became angry. Rather than singing indoors, Marion

Upon graduating from the University of Idaho, Mr. Guy came
east in 1937 to work for General Electric in New York. Moving
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performed outdoors in front of the Lincoln Memorial. Mr. Guy
looked back on the day. “My wife talked to a lot of people about
that afterwards...and she resigned.” In form of protest, Elizabeth
resigned from the DAR through a resignation letter. He
continued, “I don’t know how many other members they might
have lost, but I’m sure it was quite recognized as a significant
blunder on the management at that time.” Doug recalled the issue
as “a big civil rights hoo-rah.” As a result, Marion Anderson still
ended up singing outdoors, but Liz-and possibly others- had the
satisfaction of protesting. “It was her decision and I had nothing
to do with it... It probably set an educational precedent with the
DAR that you don’t mess with wrong decisions, particularly
involving civil rights,” remembered Mr. Guy.

Today, it is 2010 and Doug is living in his home on State Street.
But his life is still not integrated. “We don’t have any black
residents here.” All the same, Doug is leading a healthy, and upto-date life. So despite the fact that Douglas claimed he had “no
experience” with African Americans and segregation, he ended
up sharing a fascinating life story. Satisfied, Doug stated, “I’ve
had a full life.”
-- by Annika E.

As it turns out, Doug came face to face with further experiences
with tension between races. He became a Commissioned Officer
in June of 1941 in the Cavalry. Doug was ordered to to duty in
mid-January. He was discharged in January of 1946. Two years
later, Elizabeth and Doug were married. Around that time,
President Truman authorized the use of atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Emotions were not permitted, given
that they would make you think twice about dropping a bomb on
Japan. “A bomb dropped. Two bombs dropped...” He continued,
“The Japanese had a die-hard will to win.” Finally, the battle
reached an end. “The war was over. The Japanese surrendered.”
“America’s two worst enemies in World War II changed from
being bitter enemies to friends within months.” Doug claimed
that the strangest part about the war he fought was that “the
Japanese were our bitter enemies!” But while the two races were
becoming close friends, another race was left behind. “We didn’t
have any blacks in the Pacific Theatre,” Doug remembered.
“They did their good duties in Europe.” “You can’t afford to have
antagonism in an army unit.” In later years, the military would
become fully integrated. Eventually, Doug resigned to become a
family man.
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Carolyn Sloan
Carolyn Sloan’s experiences in church guided her to understand that what was happening in the South was against the Constitution and
the Declaration of Independence. One of the most famous lines that the United States prides itself upon to this day is “That all man are
created equal.” Carolyn knew that she wanted to do something to make this line true.

“Being a teacher in the South you experienced racism first hand.”

Carolyn Sloan was born in 1948 in Atlanta, Georgia, but was
raised in North Carolina. During this time, racial tension was at
the boiling point in the South. Even though her parents were born
in the South, they were strongly against the racism and the
segregation that was all around them. Her extended family lived
in the deep South, Mississippi and Alabama, which tended to be a
lot more racist than in North Carolina. White sympathizers to the
black movement were sent death threats and sometimes even
hung. Carolyn went to all white schools during her childhood.
Her sister who is eight years younger than her also attended the
same schools, but by the time Carolyn’s sister went to the same
schools, she was usually the only white student in class.

just keep walking, but one day she finally “got up enough
courage to smile and wave back.”
Church was an important part of life to people in the South. It
definitely meant a lot to Carolyn, because this is where she finally
realized that segregation wasn’t right. Carolyn’s youth group had
arranged to meet with one of the black church youth groups to
talk about their experiences. She remembers that this was a very
awkward experience because this was the first time Carolyn
interacted with a black kid.
Duke University was the liberal place to be in the 1960s. The
year that Carolyn was a freshman at Duke was also the first year
that Duke was attempting to integrate their school. Another thing
that was going on at Duke was that the people that cleaned the
dorms were going on strike for fair pay and better treatment as
well as health care. Carolyn remembers many conversations with
the lady that cleaned her dorm; they talked about how she needed
to support her grandchildren. Carolyn tried to make an effort to
interact with the new black students, but they felt more
comfortable to “be with their own.”

Carolyn has many memories of North Carolina. The saying
“across the tracks” was typically used in small towns. The train
tracks represented an invisible border with blacks on one side,
whites on the other. Most of Carolyn’s friends had black maids,
and she remembers that whenever she went to their homes the
maids tried to stay unnoticed unless needed. The middle school
she went to was nearby, but to get there she had to walk through
the poorest part of town where the houses were the size of small
sheds. They were not insulated and there were “cracks that you
could stick your hand through.” Carolyn remembers being afraid
when someone would wave to her from their porch. She would

After college, Carolyn became a teacher. “Being a teacher in the
South you experienced racism first hand.” In Mississippi, the
schools were mostly all black students. At the teachers’ meetings
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the teachers were divided down the middle, whites on one side
and blacks on the other. The “white coaches told N-word jokes.”
Carolyn remembers talking to a black teacher and both were
shocked at what little progress the schools had made. Even after
the Supreme Court passed the integration law, the schools in
Mississippi continued to be segregated. It took a long time for the
schools to become integrated once the law was passed.
Neighborhoods continued to be segregated even after Carolyn
graduated from college and was working as a teacher. Carolyn
remembers one method given to a neighborhood housing issue
was called “block busting.” Block busting was very effective
because all it needed was one person to sell a house to a black
family. The whites in the neighborhood would see that property
values were going down, and they would move and sell their
home, causing a domino effect. Carolyn was accustomed to
hearing the phrase, “it is a shame that someone ought to move.”
People would say that they should move to a “safer
neighborhood.”
Carolyn recalls the tone of the South after integration. In big
cities after the department stores had been desegregated along
with the schools, whites were still concerned with the two races
interacting with each other. “People would say if they are
together then they will end up dating.” This was used a lot to try
to get people to favor segregation again. People said things like:
“You wouldn’t want your daughter to marry one?”
Carolyn’s life was very courageous growing up in the South
during the Civil Rights Movement. Most people would not have
showed such courage and support for the fact that segregation
was wrong. Just smiling and waving back can show courage, and
that’s what Carolyn did.

-- by Austin T.
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Richard S. Bowman
When Richard S. Bowman walked into the room with artifacts to share and a memorable presence, I could tell this would be a great
interview. Mr. Bowman is an intelligent man who taught at Cooper Union for 43 years. He also served our country in World War II as a
commanding deck officer, and he was one of the people who started Veterans for Peace in Maine.

“Instead of protesting against segregation, blacks were requesting it.”

Richard S. Bowman was born on June 4, 1917. At the age of only
6 weeks his father, a medical officer, took him to California in a
grocery basket so that he could report as a doctor in World War I.
A high point in Mr. Bowman’s life was when he joined Cooper
Union and taught there for 43 years. In the middle of his
teaching, Mr. Bowman joined the Navy. When Richard Bowman
retired he moved to Maine and helped found the first chapter of
Veterans for Peace in this area. Mr. Bowman has had a full and
interesting life.

Richard Bowman was in World War II for four and a half years.
He was the deck officer of the First Division on a heavy cruiser.
He served on two ships and they both were sunk by enemy
torpedoes. When Richard completed his service in World War II,
he received a New York Legislature tribute for his years of
service.
Deck Officer Richard S. Bowman and his crew had to sail
together, sleep together, and they ate together so the whole ship
was integrated. Richard had to taste all the kinds of food to see if
it was good for both white and black service men. While he was
on one ship, the black soldiers were getting blamed for the
messes in the bathrooms. They wanted to stop being blamed. The
black soldiers got mad and went to Officer Bowman to ask him if
they could have separate facilities. Richard listened to them and
agreed to segregating bathrooms, and each group would be
responsible for their space. The black soldiers wanted more. They
wanted a place to relax and hangout without the white soldiers
throwing trash at them. He helped them with that, as well.

In the middle of his teaching at Cooper Union, the armed services
asked the school to appoint one of their faculty members to the
Navy to make registration easier for the students at Cooper
Union. The faculty said the only person they could recommend
was Professor Bowman, because he was the only person who
knew anything about the Navy. The students of Cooper Union
could complete their registration in less than an hour instead of
all day around New York City. Richard agreed to be trained and
be in the Navy and went to Chicago, Illinois. He marched and
slept with African American members of the Navy. He was in
training at the time Pearl Harbor was being attacked. He was
soon commissioned to serve as a Deck Officer in the Navy.

Richard Bowman was surprised that the black soldiers were
requesting to be segregated on the ship. All in all, the black
soldiers and the white soldiers sometimes did not interact with
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each other. But these separations kept things peaceful. In World
War II, many military men were having their first experience with
people of another race.
When Richard retired, he moved up to Maine in 1982. He was 65
years old. Richard and a few other people founded the first
chapter of Veterans for Peace here in Maine. Richard was one of
the oldest founders of Veterans for Peace.
Mr. Bowman loves to talk about his memorable years at Cooper
Union. Richard was a teacher for engineering and agriculture at
Cooper Union. He was the only person there who taught at
Cooper Union for 43 years. At the school there were not any
problems of segregation. When all the students ate and slept, it
was integrated. Only the boys and girls were separated. There
were not a lot of black students at the school, but there were a
few. The black students and the white students sometimes
interacted with each other and they had few problems.
Mr. Bowman is a kind, and interesting man who understands the
value of an education and has served his country well. Mr.
Bowman has fascinating stories about his life, being in the war,
and teaching at Cooper Union for 43 years.

-- by Derek P.
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Patti Brinkman
Patti Brinkman was part of a very important case during the Civil Rights Movement that helped integrate schools in Dayton, Ohio. During
the case, she and many others were harassed and faced many challenges. She remembers this experience as proof of how afraid some
white people were to integrate. This event completely changed the way she looked at the world.

“We were harassed... My mother’s beautiful flower garden was all torn up.”
Patti Brinkman was a young girl who grew up in an era of social
unrest. She was the third of five children. Her involvement in the
Civil Rights Movement was in the court case, Brinkman v.
Gilligan. The reason for the case was because the city of Dayton
was keeping some of its schools segregated.

angry at them, she was angry because they were taking their child
out of school just because of integration. She had been heading
back to class when a big group of students started beating her up.
Luckily for her, a teacher interceded and the kids ran away. It
happened because some kids who were opposed to integration in
schools would start fights, so people would think that school
integration wouldn’t work. When that happened she had been
going to an integrated school.

Patti Brinkman’s family and twelve other families, along with
the NAACP, accused the Dayton School Board of drawing the
school boundaries to keep schools segregated. Normally drawing
school boundaries wasn’t a bad thing, but in this case the School
Board was accused of drawing the boundaries to keep blacks and
whites segregated. They did it by making it so that a mostly white
neighborhood would go to one school and a mostly black
neighborhood would go to another school. It also turned out that
the majority of black schools weren’t as good as the mostly white
schools.

Patti’s parents decided that she was going to go to an integrated
school. She had previously gone to a private, religious school,
which had been segregated. At the integrated school she realized
that life was a lot bigger than she had seen. In high school she
had a boyfriend who was African-American. Sometimes when
they went out on dates they would get harassed or threatened.
One time when they stopped for gas, the gas station owner pulled
a gun on them and told them to get out. Patti recalls “We did, and
we didn’t go back there again.” But that was after Dayton’s
“remedy” was put into action.

The court case became a bearer of difficult things. Because the
Brinkman family’s name was on the court case, they got a lot of
unwanted attention. People threatened her and her family. Patti
remembers “My mother’s beautiful flower garden was all torn
up.” One unfortunate time, Patti got jumped by some students in
school. She had been escorting some parents who wanted to take
their child out of school. Patti remembers that she had been really

One of the Dayton School Board’s solutions was to put bussing
into place. The plan was to bus students from one school to
another. Most white parents did not like this idea. So to counter
that, Patti and other people would go door to door and hand out
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pamphlets that explained what bussing was and what bussing
wasn’t. Bussing sort of worked, but that was when white flight
really started to happen.

might be another court case. If there was another court case it
could be called, for instance, Brinkman versus Baldacci, or
Brinkman versus Portland Board of Education.

White flight is when white people leave a community. They do
that because they are afraid that nonwhites are starting to move in
and that it will change the local community. That thought, which
is mostly out of ignorance, gets them scared and they leave.
White flight, it “still happens today” Patti mentions, even though
it doesn’t happen as much. Back then, white people were afraid
to be in a city that was changing with growing black populations
in neighborhoods.

Patti Brinkman and many others worked to desegregate the
schools in Dayton, Ohio. Patti’s part in the Civil Rights
Movement is just one of many small acts of courage we have
learned about, most of which have been untold until now.

-- by Noah Y.

When she graduated Patti moved to Washington D.C. She
worked in a very integrated part of the city. The case her family
had been part of, Brinkman v. Giligan, made it to the Supreme
Court. By the time the case reached the Supreme Court, Patti was
living in Washington D.C. The case was called that because
Patti’s family’s name was alphabetically first and the Governor at
the time was Governor Gilligan. The case was also called,
Brinkman v. Dayton Board of Education.
The Supreme Court ruled that they had to go back and rethink
their answer to the problem. The Supreme Court said that they
had a good point, but bussing wasn’t the way to go. They stated
that if a few schools were segregated they needed to fix just those
schools. The NAACP, which was working with the parents who
brought the court suit, viewed it as a loss. The NAACP viewed it
as a loss because the Supreme Court said that they solved the
problem too widely, they stated that they reconfigured the whole
Dayton school system. Dayton’s solution was to create “magnet”
schools.
Patti remarks ”How a school draws its boundaries is still a very
hot topic,” even today. It is an issue many parents still talk about
nowadays. If someday, someone looks at the school boundaries
and sees that there is a lot of one race going to one school, there
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Dana McDaniel
Dana McDaniel shared a compelling story of being a young participant in the process of the integration of New York public schools.
Many people may think being a part of this experience was very easy, but Dana had to overcome some challenges such as difficulty with
friendships and unfair treatment.

“I was so happy that the kindergarden teacher thought I wasn't very smart because I think it was just wonderful
because it gave me another perspective and get to know people from different cultures and backgrounds.”

Dana McDaniel was born in 1959 in Brooklyn, New York. She lived in
a middle class Jewish,white neighborhood during a segregated time.
Integration of elementary schools started when she was in kindergarten
in the 1960s, and there were many struggles in this process. Her
involvement in the Civil Rights Movement started at a young age.

started out in the not so smart class in first grade because in kindergarten
she was extremely quiet and her teacher thought she wasn't very smart.
She was very lucky because she was in an intergraded first grade class.
Dana said, “If they hadn't done the integration in school I might have
not known any black kids until high school.” Other white students that
were put into the smart class was half of the population. “I.G.C.” Was
what they called the intellectually gifted children but, only a few blacks
made it into this intelligent class.

Integrating public schools had its challenges. Many whites didn't
approve of this change because some were racists and some were just
used to how it was, so the process of integration was slow. Integration of
public schools was important because the treatment in the schools was
unfair, not only to African Americans, but to Hispanics as well. Dana
was just in kindergarten when this integration process started. There
was unfair treatment to the blacks, and Puerto Ricans, yet she still didn't
fully understand what racism was and what was going on. “I did know
I was very aware of something, I was very disturbed about racism.”

The intermixing of blacks, whites, and Puerto Ricans didn't work that
well. “It got messed up for two reasons, and one reason was the way
they did it,” Dana remembers. “It was unfair, this defeated the purpose
of integrating the schools then they segregated it inside the school.” It
was said they segregated inside the school because they did it in such a
way that it would look as if it was integrated. There was an African
American girl that was very smart in Dana’s first grade class. She
raised her hand all the time and acted extremely intelligent so she was
an addition. There was also some other black and Puerto Rican kids
that were smart but there still wasn't fair treatment in her school. They
would just automatically stay in the not so smart class.

Dana thought integration was great, but not how they did it. They
bussed the kids from different neighborhoods but obviously this was a
problem because there was a great deal of hatred. Dana remembers,
“Later on I started realizing sort of what was going on.” Her first grade
class was during the second year of integration. They would divide
classes into smart and not so smart groups and without a doubt all of the
black and Hispanic kids would all start out in the not so smart groups.
The main reason being was because of their skin color. As Dana
remembers, “It looked to me as though when the black or Puerto Rican
made it into the not so smart class they could never make it out. Dana

“The second grade teacher was very horrible and would make fun of the
black kids and the whites as well, “She would call Debra, Debra do it
wrong she also had little names for every kid.” This made the students
fearful. There was an African American girl named Allean in Dana’s
class that the teacher made fun of so much that she would wet her self
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while sitting in class and all the kids stopped talking to her including
Dana, because they were afraid of the teacher. This girl got extremely
quiet and didn't talk so she was sent to the not so smart class in the
following year of 3rd grade. That’s an example of why the intermixing
of blacks, whites, and Puerto Rican’s didn't work as well because the
teachers were also in the process of blocking this movement. Another
reason why this did not work well, was simply because some white
parents didn't want this change, not only in her neighborhood but in all
of New York as well. Dana had trouble being friends with African
American kids for long because most of them would be moved to a
different class, unlike white children who were allowed to stay, “There
were a few kids in my 3rd grade class that I just had to stop being
friends with.”

at the public school and experienced what an integrated school was like.
Most of the population was now black because the white parents started
to take their kids out of the public schools. Integration wasn't working
well and started to get worse.
In the 1960‘s segregation was not only based on skin color but also on
religion. Dana had an African American friend named Rene and they
would always hang out together, but there friendship didn't last for very
long. “Rene and I had a different background story that had nothing to
do with race but had to with religion. I was Jewish and she was
Christian.” Rene and Dana would play together until Rene’s mother
didn't want them to be play together because of religious reasons. Their
friendship didn't end because of color but because of religion so she
didn't have any control over their friendship.

Bussing was an issue because neighborhoods were segregated. There
was Brooklyn Heights with the rich-whites and then Farragut with the
poor Puerto Rican and blacks. They would separate the classes by the
way the kids were separated on each of the buses. The driver would go
to pick up the African Americans from the Farragut housing
neighborhood and the whites from the Brooklyn Heights housing
neighborhoods. Bussing was a problem because when the bus with the
black and Puerto Rican kids would come to the white neighborhoods to
pick the kids up, the racist parents would throw rocks at the bus. Some
parents would even refuse to have their kids go on the bus with African
American or Puerto Rican kids. They would say that they were not
racist but they just didn’t want their kids to be bussed to the black
neighborhood. In fact they were racist and against the schools being
integrated.

Dana McDaniel was a participant in the Civil Rights Movement. She
was involved although she didn’t realize it. She was a part of what
made this movement happen and stay alive.
-- By Darious Z.

This went on for much of Dana’s life as a student, mostly because the
whites had plenty of power. In the process of the integration of schools
there were distractions that slowed the process of integration. A lot of
people were against integration, but still wanted their children to get an
education. What made this process even harder was when a white man,
who was against integration, announced that there was a new private
school opening called St. Ann’s in Brooklyn Heights. St. Ann’s was in a
white neighborhood and was a lot closer to Brooklyn Heights than the
integrated black and white schools. “If you think that your kid is smart
than he/she should go to this school,” was what the man announced.
Many of the white parents took their kids to St. Ann’s. Yet, Dana stayed
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Evelyn Scribner
Evelyn Scribner has been a leader throughout her life because she has led by example. Ms. Scribner never judges people by the way that
they look, she always wants to know people for who they truly are. Evelyn’s work in the community has given her the opportunity to meet
many people, and exposed her to many interesting experiences.

“I was always looking at the individual, not as groups.”

Evelyn Scribner was born in 1931 in Syracuse, New York, and a
couple of years later she moved to Boston, Massachusetts, and
then lived in Denmark, Maine. Growing up in these northern
states, there were very few African American people that lived
near her at the time. She was not brought up to be racist, and she
never looked at people as groups. To her everyone is different
and interesting; everyone is their own person.

all over the state and winning. As much as Ms. Scribner can
remember, her uncle’s team never experienced any discrimination
against the girl. As she recalls, “There was no reason to be as
ugly... [segregating] is not the way to do it.” After her uncle
finished his teaching career, he went on to start his own
publishing company. J. Weston Walch Publishing printed the
handbooks for debating teams and sells them all over the United
States.

When Evelyn was growing up she started to notice that
segregation was happening everywhere in the United States. Her
primary school did not have a single African American person in
it. When she went out she saw that “black people lived in a
certain neighborhood.” Every Sunday she would go to church. It
was non-segregated, but there were only a few African American
people that attended the services. One of the African American
people going to the church became Evelyn’s Sunday School
teacher. As Ms. Scribner recalls her, “She’s the only one I
remember. She was good.”

Evelyn Scribner’s uncle was part of a Portland Men’s Club. A
Men’s Club is an organization that “does something for the
community.” When she remembered her uncle’s efforts, she said,
“He was always trying to do something for women or the
community.” J. Weston Walch had an African American friend,
Cliff Richardson, who he wanted to join the same Men’s Club he
was currently attending. Mr. Richardson was turned away from
the club because of the color of his skin. J. Weston Walch
resigned from the Portland Men’s Club and joined a Westbrook
Club where Mr. Richardson was accepted.

J. Weston Walch (Evelyn’s uncle) taught at Portland High School
in the 1950s. He ran the debate team, and it turns out his top
debater was an African American girl. The girl was such a
superior debater that her uncle’s team was debating college teams

In the 1950s Evelyn Scribner lived in Memphis, Tennessee, and
worked at a mattress and furniture manufacturing company,
owned by a Jewish family. Office workers were white, but the
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factory workers were African American. The lunch areas were
also separate. But the African American employees were paid and
treated reasonably well, and unlike many other places the factory
foreman was an African American man.

interesting.” This is why she had jobs as a reporter for the
Augusta Newspaper and as a volunteer at the Bethlehem Center.
When you are perpetually looking at people as different
characters and judging them for who they are, you can’t easily be
racist, and this is why Evelyn Scribner is such an incredible
leader. Evelyn Scribner had spread the valuable lesson of “you
try to get people to work together.”

While Evelyn Scribner was still in Memphis, she decided to do
something to help others. She talked to a friend or someone from
her church, and they directed her to a volunteer project called the
Bethlehem Center. It was run by two white women, but took
place in an African American community. Ms. Scribner became
the art teacher, although the subject was not one of her strengths.
She went once a week to the center and worked with children
from about eight or nine years of age to about twelve. As she
remembers them, “They were great... they were wonderful kids.”
When it was Christmas time Evelyn decided that the class should
create a nativity scene. So the children got to work, making the
figures out of paper mâche, and then painting them. But what
surprised Evelyn was that when the children started the painting
process, they painted the faces brown. She “just hadn’t thought
about it,” but she did “think it was great.”

-- by Quinn S.

Every time Evelyn went to the Bethlehem Center she had to ride
on a bus. She doesn’t recall “seeing a sign... because it was
illegal,” but African American people would still have to sit in
the back of the bus and white people would sit in the front. The
strange thing about the seating on a bus was that there were
certain exceptions. For instance, if an African American woman
was caring for white children then she could sit in the front of the
bus with them. And when you went into an African American
neighborhood there were mostly African American people on the
bus, although they all had to sit toward the back if a white person
came on. The bus stations were also segregated. So not only on
the bus, but also waiting to board the bus, people were separate.
Whenever Evelyn had a job she always wanted to be “working
with the public.” She was constantly “looking at the individual”
because “everybody's interesting, even the bad people are
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Tom K. Edwards
Dr. Edwards has worked very hard in his community and to help children gain an education. Tom Edwards was involved in the Civil
Rights Movement and tried to help people when Martin Luther King was assassinated. Today he continues to work in education and help
others in his community.

“You can accomplish anything in life if you have a goal or a plan.”

Tom K. Edwards grew up in a comfortable area in Wellsley,
Massachusetts. He knew little about segregation in America.
When he went to high school and college he was an athlete so he
played a lot of sports and was very successful. He was connected
to the Civil Rights Movement through education. He taught his
students about how life in America was segregated. Education is
extremely important to Tom Edwards.

bigger cities. Most people were depressed when Martin Luther
King, Jr. was assassinated. Tom Edwards worked to help the
New Haven community during this difficult time. This was an
important time to spread the message that violence was not the
way to react to the upsetting situation. Tom Edwards believed in
this message and helped the community during this time.
Later in his life, Tom K. Edwards worked in a African American
community in Harlem, New York. He worked at the Boys and
Girls Club and there were a lot of African American students that
attended the Club. Harlem students always wanted to learn more
and the black students wanted to be taught in the same way the
white students were taught.

Dr. Edwards was at Yale University working as a dean when
Martin Luther King was assassinated. Tom heard about Martin
Luther King, Jr.’s death through a student telling him, but he said
in less then a second that the news was everywhere and everyone
was depressed. He tried to help people when Dr. King was
assassinated.

Another experience that Mr. Edwards shared having to do with
working with younger people was when he worked with The
Upward Bound Program for high school kids. It is for students
that need extra help to prepare for college. It supports students by
teaching them what they are going to be learning in college.
Students from around the U.S. come to get help. The Upward
Bound Program is at USM and other places today.

When Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated, most of the
people in New Haven, Connecticut, started getting really
emotional and a lot of people there were in shock, including Dr.
Edwards. He was also really sad that the African American icon
that everyone looked up to was killed, and that their leader was
gone. There were riots in New Haven, but not as big as riots in
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Tom Edwards was an activist because he wanted to help kids
based on the values he learned from his parents. He worked in
schools in Harlem, trying to make them better by teaching nonviolent approaches.
Tom not only helped out in schools but he was a teacher himself.
He worked at a high school for one year, then he started to teach
at Yale University where he went as a student. Tom Edwards
believes that gaining a good education is extremely important.
When he came to teach in Maine in 1990 he became the
Superintendent of Portland Public Schools. He worked at the
Boys and Girls Club and was also worked the principal at
Falmouth High School.
Tom Edwards shared his interesting stories with us and a
powerful message that if we see something wrong in the world
we should do something about it. Tom also shared his strong
beliefs in the importance of education.

-- by Hager A.
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June McKenzie
June McKenzie is a woman that believes that everybody needs to be treated equally. It was thrilling to speak to June, who used to be the
secretary and vice president of the NAACP. During those times her family was involved in the Civil Rights Movement.

“Sometimes being successful is not doing what everybody does to make sure that it happens.”

June McKenzie has lived in Portland, Maine all of her life. One
of twelve children, she lived here during the Civil Rights
Movement. Today, she still considers herself “a Portland girl.” A
mother of eight children, family is clearly very important to her.
Her family has always been there for her like when her house
burned down, and she and her six children went to live with her
mother temporarily.

little girls. He looked very diligently to find housing, but he and
other black families faced a lot of discrimination. Ms. McKenzie
didn’t understand these problems because she had her own
house. But then, when she had six kids her house burned down.
Her house burning down was an accident. When she tried to find
a new house, she learned about discrimination. She had a very
hard time finding an apartment because of her skin color.

June is one of the people that helped to fight for civil rights issues
here in Maine. Early in her career, she was a secretary of the
NAACP. Over the years when others left, she stayed and took
over the vice-president’s position. In this role, June McKenzie
used to host the NAACP meetings, and filed suits against
landlords who didn’t rent to people of color. “Be proud of who
you are” is what she would say to people that she was helping.
The NAACP was a way to fight for freedom without fighting.
They tried to inform people about the non-violent movement. She
is still involved in the NAACP today, and she now is on the
executive committee.

When she graduated from Portland High School, it was hard for
African Americans to get jobs. Her mother cleaned other people’s
houses. She would go to the stores and see white kids who didn’t
get good grades but still found a job. Even if you had graduated
from college you wouldn’t come back to teach, because Maine
didn’t hire teachers of color. There was getting to be a lot of job
discrimination
June was part of the NAACP, and participated in marches. They
had a huge march with 1,000 people down Congress Street. In
Washington there was a march with Dr. King. June McKenzie
felt distressed that she couldn’t go because she had eight children
and her twins were only eleven months old. “Sometimes being
successful is not doing what everybody does to make sure that it

Earlier in June’s life finding housing was challenging for African
Americans. Mr. Talbot became a state legislator and he had three
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happens.” Later on she did go to marches in Boston. June
recalls, “Freedom is worth fighting for, and they’ll tell you it isn’t
free. You have to fight for it every single day of your life.”

June Mckenzie helped the movement by being the vice-president
and the secretary of the NAACP in Maine. She organized people
in her church to educate others. Because of her kindness and
love, she involved herself in working to help others. She always
believed, “Do the best you can when you can.”

She and her friends would go to the PTA meetings and tell the
other mothers that they had to be present at the education
meetings. In the church they announced to the families that they
had to attend the assemblies and school functions because June
and her friends believed that if parents didn’t care, the teachers
wouldn’t care. Some white people tried to convince others that
black people didn’t care about their kids. Ms. McKenzie believed
that, “Blacks are like every other person. They want the best for
their children. They want a good home to live in. They want
good schools, and they want their children to be treated fairly.
And that’s my goal in life—to keep on fighting until things are
right.”

-- by Esther N.

June’s family has a history of civil rights involvement. Her great,
grandfather was involved with Abyssinian Meeting House. He
said, “For every dollar people will donate to the Abyssinian, I
will double it.” When he died that’s what his will said. Her
forefathers also used hide runaway slaves; her great great
grandfather had the hacks to come and pick them up and hide
them at the taxidermist. June McKenzie knows Mr. and Mrs.
Talbot and their daughter, Rachel who researched points along
the Freedom Trail in Portland. They investigated and found out
about the abolitionists who were active with the underground
railroad.
There have been some improvements in civil rights since June
was a child. A long time ago blacks couldn’t stay in the same
hotels as whites did. Black people were discriminated against,
and separated because of their skin color. In these times
discrimination and segregation is almost over against skin color,
but there is discrimination against religion, sex, and national
origin.
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Stephen Halpert
When Stephen Halpert shared the stories of how he was involved in the Civil Rights Movement, we were immediately captivated. His
accomplishments and efforts have supported equal rights for many African Americans, and he has fought to bring an end to racial
prejudice in the Portland area. Talking with Mr. Halpert was an amazing experience.

“It was an issue that always mattered to me.”

Stephen Halpert is a man who worked hard to bring equality to everyone,
no matter what their skin color. His family came to Maine when he was
two years old, and he has lived in Portland ever since. In the 1950s he
was an undergraduate at Brown University, and he holds a graduate
degree from Harvard University. One of the most significant parts of Mr.
Halpert’s life is his connection with the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). He reached out to people
and soon became president of Portland’s local NAACP. This was
surprising to some people because Stephen was white and was the
president of an organization fighting racial discrimination. Clearly, he
believes that equal rights shouldn’t be based on a person’s race.

run, the NAACP is the one that survives, and has probably accomplished
the most, because its changes are the permanent ones.”
After getting a taste of community involvement, Stephen Halpert
furthered his connection with the NAACP by becoming vice president of
the Portland branch. When the president of Portland’s NAACP resigned,
Stephen had his doubts about stepping into the president’s position. He
thought that the leader of the organization should be black. Many black
senior members persuaded him to become president, and he finally
agreed. Not everybody was on Stephen’s side, though. There was an
“angry, young man” who thought himself a better contender. He went to
Mr. Halpert’s house and told him that he should back down and not be
president. “The elders” didn’t approve of the young man, and sided with
Mr. Halpert. “He probably wouldn’t have gotten elected” even if Stephen
hadn’t been a candidate, he remembers. Eventually, Stephen was chosen
to be president of Portland’s NAACP.

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) is an organization that fights for equal rights for people of all
ethnicities and wants to end racial discrimination. Stephen Halpert, who
was greatly involved with the group, names it “the oldest” and “longest
standing” organization working for equal rights. At the time that Mr.
Halpert, who is white, was most active with the organization, “even the
national president of the NAACP was white.” However, he recalls that
“subsequent presidents have all been black.” The NAACP’s principle is
mainly to operate through the courts, though some people at the time
thought that this method was too slow. But Mr. Halpert has always been
confident in the NAACP’s process and ability to get things done. “Certain
other organizations were more aggressive, and I think that, in the long

A common issue that Stephen Halpert encountered often was housing
discrimination. He particularly remembers one case, when the State of
Maine took a landlord to court for discriminating against a potential
black renter. The landlord had advertised an apartment for rent, and
Gerald E. Talbot, a black friend of Mr. Halpert’s, wanted to rent it. Mr.
Talbot telephoned the landlord and was told that the apartment was
available. “When he got there the landlord took one look at him and said,
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‘Oh, I just rented it.’” But Mr. Talbot observed the apartment for a few
weeks and saw that nobody had moved in. Stephen devised a strategy. He
called the landlord and said that he wanted to rent the apartment. Not
surprisingly, the landlord responded that it was still available. So Mr.
Halpert went to talk with the landlord about renting the apartment. He
gave all the same details, such as how big the family was, so the landlord
couldn’t hold those facts against him. The next morning there was an
article in the newspaper about the NAACP and both Stephen Halpert’s
and Gerald E. Talbot’s names were in it. Mr. Halpert recalls, “My phone
rang at my office at school, and it was the landlord, and when I picked up
the phone...he said ‘Hello, Mr. Talbot?’ and I said ‘No, Halpert.’ and he
said, ‘Oh, my mistake.’” The landlord then went on to tell Stephen that
he was withdrawing his rental offer. It was evident to Stephen that he was
doing so because of the article in the paper. Stephen Halpert reported this
to the state of Maine, and they brought a suit against the landlord. The
case resulted in a hung jury, so they went to trial again. They won the
second trial, and the landlord was fined fifty dollars. Unfortunately, the
landlord could still rent to whoever he wished. When Mr. Halpert looks
back on this event, he finds the landlord’s minimal punishment shameful.

would have served them.” Mr. Halpert concludes this statement with,
“People have their things.”
As Stephen Halpert got older, he viewed more acts of discrimination. But
because of his involvement with the NAACP, he decided to take a stance
against the injustice that was posed towards many blacks. In one case, it
was place names. Mr. Halpert explains that, “If you look at old maps”
you’ll see locations that have been named things that are immensely
degrading and offensive to blacks. Those sorts of situations can make
people feel like they’re not wanted in a town, “so we got that changed.”
In another case, Stephen Halpert helped someone in need. A black man in
a nursing facility telephoned Mr. Halpert and complained about the racist
comments people there were saying to him. “He was the only black
person in the place.” In the end, Stephen made sure that the man was
moved into a new, separate home. Stephen Halpert described how, “some
of what you did was on a very small scale.” However, in something as
large as the Civil Rights Movement, every little bit matters.
When talking about the racial climate in Maine and Portland at the time,
Stephen Halpert calls it a “subtle discrimination.” There weren’t riots,
physical attacks, or killings. Mr. Halpert’s opinion is that the
discrimination is less when there are fewer of whoever you are
discriminating against. Because Maine is a very white state, this could be
true. In addition, Stephen mentioned that the Ku Klux Klan had a sizable
population in Maine, although Catholics and Jews were their main
targets. Mr. Halpert traveled to the South, and the racial climate there had
a huge contrast compared to Maine. He remembers that in the South,
segregation wasn’t hidden. “There you saw the signs segregating the
water fountains and restrooms and everything.” Segregation was the law
of the land in the South. “You could feel it on the street.” Mr. Halpert
remembers when he was in the black part of a town in Alabama. He was
about twenty-two years old, and he was walking down a narrow
sidewalk. An elderly black man was walking towards him on the
sidewalk. As they neared each other, the man stepped off the sidewalk
and into the street to let Stephen passed. Stephen recalls thinking, “‘Oh
no! I should step into the sidewalk to let him go by! I should be
respecting his age.’ But instead, he was respecting my color.” Mr.
Halpert sums up his encounters with discrimination in the South with, “It
was a startling thing. I had never experienced anything quite like that.”

Stephen witnessed countless acts of discrimination as a young man. One
situation that particularly stuck in his memory was a double date that he
went on. He had just come home from college, and he and a black friend
of his were going out on a double date. Stephen called up a girl he knew,
who was black, to go out with his friend. When Mr. Halpert was going to
pick up his date, she asked him something on the phone that revealed
who the other couple was. At first she had said, ‘Why don’t you all come
into the house, and meet my folks.’ But when she realized the other
couple was black, she said, ‘Why don’t you all wait in the car, and I’ll
come out.’” Mr. Halpert remembers, how “she didn’t want her father and
us to confront each other. It was okay with her, but she knew her
parents.” Mr. Halpert thinks that plenty of kids, at some point in their
lives, accept the fact that “this is how my parents feel, and even though I
don’t agree, I have to live with them.” Stephen had some other
encounters with everyday discrimination. For instance, he remembers
that one of the local cemeteries was segregated. He also remembers an
incident involving a mixed couple in a restaurant in Portland. The
waitress refused to serve them. “As it all came out, it was that they were
a mixed couple that offended her. If they’d been two black people, she
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After much exposure to discrimination, one would think that Stephen
Halpert would be almost glad to be sent to the “completely desegregated”
military. Mr. Halpert was stationed in Limestone, Maine, at a base with
about fifteen thousand people. Stephen explained that the military being
integrated was fairly new. “Believe it or not, [in WWII] you could be in a
black unit, over in Germany, fighting for America, and you’d come back
home, and you’d be right back into a segregated society.” Mr. Halpert
described some of the problems that people faced in an integrated
military. In Limestone, the only practicing dentist was black, the head of
the hospital was black, and the only practicing obstetrician was black.
Stephen recalls that many people-not just the women-had an issue with
the obstetrician being black. He added that “a lot of people said they
weren’t going to deal with that, and they were just going to go to an
obstetrician in Presque Isle or Caribou.” But Mr. Halpert laughed as he
continued, “Well, I don’t know if they knew much about Northern Maine,
but when that winter sets in, and the snow drifts get to be about eight feet
high, people were thinking more and more like, when the labor pains
start, do I really want to fight through this blizzard to get to Presque Isle,
or do I go next door to the hospital right here on the base?”

police chief, Mr. Halpert considers Portland’s progress excellent. “In
1964, you would not have had a black mayor or a black police chief.” Mr.
Halpert doesn’t know exactly why the racial change occurred, whether
it’s the generational difference, or the public getting used to living in an
integrated society. All in all, Stephen Halpert played a critical part in the
Civil Rights Movement, and his willingness to stand up for what is right
has inspired many.

-- by Daisy B.

Stephen Halpert has continued his involvement with the NAACP,
although he is no longer president. He is currently teaching part-time at
both Maine College of Art and the University of New England. Mr.
Halpert taught full-time for forty years at the University of New England,
which was originally called Westbrook College. Mr. Halpert is also happy
to say that he still has a friendship with the Talbot Family, and the
Cummings Family, who were also involved with him in the Civil Rights
Movement. Leonard Cummings was on the track team at Portland High
School, and Gerald E. Talbot was on the track team in Bangor. “So our
paths crossed at an early age, as well.” said Stephen, chuckling.
Stephen Halpert believes that we have, indeed, made progress. For
instance, the United States now has an African American president. This
is a huge step forward. “People’s eyes just filled up with tears when
Obama got elected, they couldn’t believe...” remarked Stephen
thoughtfully. He added that the tremendous resistance to President
Obama’s ideas is “more than just political, I think some of it’s racial.”
Portland has also taken several strides towards the end of racial
discrimination. Having had a black mayor, and currently having a black
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